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Abstract. We consider multimodal maps with holes and study the evolution of the open systems
with respect to equilibrium states for both geometric and Hölder potentials. For small holes,
we show that a large class of initial distributions share the same escape rate and converge to a
unique absolutely continuous conditionally invariant measure; we also prove a variational principle
connecting the escape rate to the pressure on the survivor set, with no conditions on the placement
of the hole. Finally, introducing a weak condition on the centre of the hole, we prove scaling limits
for the escape rate for holes centred at both periodic and nonperiodic points, as the diameter of
the hole goes to zero.

1. Introduction

Dynamical systems with holes arise naturally in the study of systems whose domain is not invariant
under the dynamics. They have been studied in connection with absorbing states in Markov chains
[V, FKMP], metastable states in deterministic systems [DoW, BV1, GHW] and neighbourhoods of
nonattracting invariant sets [Y], as well as in components of large systems of interacting components
in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics [DGKK].

In the present paper, for a class of multimodal maps with holes in the form of intervals, we study
the escape rates and limiting behaviours of the open systems with respect to equilibrium states and
conformal measures for broad classes of potentials. The systems in question have exponential rates
of escape,1 in which the escape rate and limiting behaviour of the open system is expressed through
the existence and properties of a physical conditionally invariant measure, absolutely continuous
with respect to a given conformal measure. In this setting, given a map f : I 	 and identifying a
set H ⊂ I as a hole, one defines the open system by f̊ = f |I̊1 , where I̊1 = (I \H) ∩ f−1(I \H). A
conditionally invariant measure µ is a Borel probability measure satisfying,

µ(A) =
f̊∗µ(A)

f̊∗µ(I)
for all Borel A ⊂ I.

The evolution of measures in the open system is described by the sequence f̊n∗ µ0/f̊
n
∗ µ0(I) for initial

distributions µ0. If the limit of such a sequence exists and is independent of µ0 for a reasonable class
of initial distributions, we call the resulting measure a limiting (or physical) conditionally invariant
measure. For open systems with exponential rates of escape, the typical agenda of strong dynamical
properties includes a common rate of escape for natural classes of densities, the convergence of
such densities to a limiting conditionally invariant measure under iteration of the dynamics, and a
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variational principle connecting the escape rate to the pressure of the open system on the survivor
set, the (singular) set of points which never enters the hole.

Such results have been obtained primarily for uniformly hyperbolic systems, beginning with ex-
panding maps [PY, CMS, LM], Anosov diffeomorphisms [CM, CMT], finite [FP] and countable
[DIMMY] state topological Markov chains, and dispersing billiards [DWY, D2]. Their extension
to nonuniformly hyperbolic systems has been primarily restricted to uni- and multi-modal interval
maps [BDM, DT1, PU] and intermittent maps [DT2].

The purpose of the present paper is to prove strong hyperbolic properties for open systems associ-
ated with multimodal maps in greater generality and removing many of the technical assumptions
made in previous works. As such, the present paper represents a significant simplification and
extension of results available in the context of nonuniformly hyperbolic open systems. Previous
works in the setting of unimodal maps with holes have required strong conditions both on the
map (Misiurewicz maps in [D1]; a Benedicks-Carleson condition in [BDM, DT1]; a topologically
tame condition in [PU]), and on the placement of the hole (slow approach to (see [BDM, DT1]), or
complete avoidance of (see [PU]), the post critical set by the boundary or centre of the hole).

The principal innovation we introduce to the study of open systems in this paper is the use of
Hofbauer extensions, a type of Markov extension of the original system. Introduced in [H], they
have been used extensively in the study of interval maps. However, to date, they have not been
implemented for systems with holes. In this paper we construct Hofbauer extensions of our open
system, with additional cuts added to our partition depending on the boundary and centre of our
hole. Doing so enables us to consider the lift of the hole as a union of 1-cylinders in the extension.
Leveraging recent estimates on complexity from [DoT], we proceed to build an induced map and
related Young tower over the Hofbauer extension in order to apply the framework developed in
[DT2] for Young towers with holes.

This two-step approach (rather than simply constructing a Young tower for the open system di-
rectly) allows us to remove many of the technical assumptions needed in previous works for interval
maps with holes, as described above. Indeed, we establish the standard suite of strong hyperbolic
properties for the open system assuming only that the hole is a finite union of small intervals
(Theorem 3.1), entirely eliminating the need for previous assumptions on its placement or on the
orbits of its boundary points. We also prove the scaling limits for the escape rate as the hole
shrinks to a point under much weaker assumptions than used previously (Theorems 3.5 and 3.7).
In addition, we greatly broaden the class of potentials we are able to treat in this setting: we treat
all Hölder continuous potentials, as well as the geometric potentials φ = −t log |Df | for an interval
of t containing [0, 1); if the map satisfies a Collet-Eckmann condition, we treat t > 1 as well. This
is in contrast to [DT1] which restricted t to a small interval around 1, and [PU] which treated only
Hölder potentials with bounded variation.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we define the class of maps and potentials we shall
study, and recall important definitions regarding pressure and open systems. In Section 3 we state
our main results, and in Section 4 we carry out our main construction of the Hofbauer extensions
and associated induced maps, proving that they enjoy tail bounds and mixing properties that are
uniform in the size of the hole. In Section 5 we prove the key spectral properties for the induced
open system, which are then leveraged in Section 6 for Young towers, and in Section 7 to establish
the small hole asymptotic.
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2. Setup

2.1. Dynamics. For I denoting the unit interval, let F denote the class of C3 maps f : I → I
with

• all critical points non-flat: there exists a finite set Crit ⊂ I such that for each c ∈ Crit
there is a C3 diffeomorphism φ in a neighbourhood of c with φ(c) = 0 such that f(x) =
±|φ(x)|d + f(c) for some d > 1, the order of c;

• negative Schwarzian derivative, i.e., D3f
Df −

3
2

(
D2f
Df

)2
6 0;

• the locally eventually onto (leo)/topologically exact condition: for any open set U ⊂ I there
exists n ∈ N such that fn(U) = I, a form of topological transitivity;
• for each c,

|Dfn(f(c))| → ∞.

Note that it is possible to weaken the conditions listed here, but this would lead to a significantly
more complex exposition.

Sometimes we will require a stronger condition: we say that f satisfies the Collet-Eckmann condi-
tion if there exist C, γ > 0 such that for each c ∈ Crit, and all n ∈ N,

|Dfn(f(c))| > Ceγn . (CE)

2.2. Potentials, pressure and equilibrium states. Given f ∈ F we let M denote the set of
f -invariant probability measures. Then for a potential φ :→ [−∞,∞], we define the pressure by

P (φ) := sup

{
hµ(f) +

∫
φdµ : µ ∈M and µ(−φ) <∞

}
. (2.1)

A measure µ ∈M is called an equilibrium state for φ if hµ(f) +
∫
φdµ = P (φ).

Given φ : I → [−∞,∞], we say that a sigma-finite measure mφ is φ-conformal if whenever U is a
Borel set and f : U → f(U) is a bijection then

mφ(f(U)) =

∫
U
e−φ dmφ.

(For example, Lebesgue measure is − log |Df |-conformal.) Notice that we can iterate this relation:
if fn : U → f(U) is a bijection, then

mφ(fn(U)) =

∫
U
e−Snφ dmφ, (2.2)

where Snφ =
∑n−1

i=0 φ◦f i. We will also be interested in functions ψ : I → [−∞,∞] cohomologous to
φ; namely, there exists a function h such that φ = ψ+h−h ◦ f . These functions share equilibrium
states, though they may produce different, but equivalent, conformal measures.

We will consider equilibrium states for two types of potentials: Hölder continuous potentials and
geometric potentials.

(i) Hölder continuous potentials. In [LR-L] it was shown that any Hölder potential φ is cohomolo-

gous to a Hölder potential φ̃ with φ̃ < P (φ̃) on I (note that there can be many such potentials). It
is therefore no loss of generality to assume, as we will throughout, that for our Hölder potentials,
φ < P (φ).
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(ii) Geometric potentials. We set φ = − log |Df | and consider the family {tφ}t∈R. We let pt :=
P (tφ) and denote mt = mtφ−pt if this measure exists. For a p-periodic point x, define its Lyapunov

exponent by λ(x) := 1
p log |Dfp(x)|. As in [PR-L, Appendix A], for f ∈ F and x ∈ I, it is always

the case that λ(x) > 0. Then define

λmin = inf{λ(x) : x is periodic} and λmax := sup{λ(x) : x is periodic}

For µ ∈M, let its Lyapunov exponent be defined by λ(µ) :=
∫

log |Df | dµ. By [PR-L, Proposition
4.7], if f ∈ F then

inf{λ(µ) : µ ∈M} = λmin and sup{λ(µ) : µ ∈M} = λmax.

Noting from the definition of pressure that pt > −tλmin, we define

t+ := sup{t ∈ R : pt > −tλmin} and t− := inf{t ∈ R : pt > −tλmax}.

These are referred to as the freezing point and the condensation point of f , respectively. It is
immediate that t− < 0. For f ∈ F , there is always an acip, which implies that p1 = 0 and t+ > 1.
As in [PR-L], (CE) implies t+ > 1.

Definition 2.1. We shall call a potential φ admissible if either: (a) φ is Hölder continuous and
φ < P (φ) on I; or (b) φ = −t log |Df | with t ∈ (t−, t+).

For each admissible φ,

P (φ) = sup

{
hµ(f) +

∫
φdµ : µ ∈M, µ(−φ) <∞ and hµ(f) > 0

}
, (2.3)

and there is a unique equilibrium state which is exponentially mixing: for geometric potentials with
t ∈ (t−, t+), this follows for example by [IT1, Theorem A]; in the Hölder case this follows from
[LR-L, Theorem A]. Moreover, each equilibrium state is absolutely continuous with respect to a
unique conformal measure, which is shown to exist in, for example, [IT2, Appendix B]. Throughout,
we will denote the normalised potential by ϕ = φ − P (φ), and say that ϕ is admissible whenever
φ is. Moreover, we let mϕ and µϕ denote the ϕ-conformal measure and the equilibrium state,
respectively. We may drop the ϕ when the potential is clear.

2.3. Puncturing the system. Choose z ∈ I, and let Hε = (z − ε, z + ε) ⊂ I be an interval.

Denote by I̊ = I \Hε, and in general by I̊n = ∩ni=0f
−iI̊, the set of points that do not enter Hε in

the first n iterates. The sequence of maps f̊n := fn|I̊n defines the corresponding open system.

We define the upper and lower escape rates through Hε by

log λε := lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logµϕ(I̊n) and log λε := lim inf

n→∞

1

n
logµϕ(I̊n)

When the two quantities coincide, we denote them by log λε, and call − log λε the escape rate with
respect to µϕ.

Given a potential φ, once a hole Hε is introduced, the punctured potential is defined by φHε = φ
on I̊ and φHε = −∞ on Hε. P (φHε) denotes the pressure of the punctured potential, and it follows
from the requirement µ(−φHε) <∞ that the supremum for this pressure is restricted to f -invariant

measures that are supported on the survivor set I̊∞ := ∩∞n=0I̊
n.

We will be interested in establishing convergence for limits of the form, f̊n∗ µ/f̊
n
∗ µ(I) for measures

µ which are absolutely continuous with respect to the conformal measure mϕ. To this end, define
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the transfer operator corresponding to the potential ϕ by,

Lϕψ(x) =
∑

y∈f−1x

ψ(y)eϕ(y), for ψ ∈ L1(mϕ).

Similarly, the punctured transfer operator for the open system is defined by

L̊ϕHεψ(x) = Lϕ(1I̊1ψ)(x) =
∑

y∈f̊−1x

ψ(y)eϕ(y) .

Due to the conformality of mϕ, we have∫
I
L̊nϕHεψ dmϕ =

∫
I̊n
ψ dmϕ, for all n ≥ 1,

which relates the escape rate with respect to the measure ψ dmϕ to the spectral radius of L̊ϕHε .

3. Results

3.1. Small hole, general placement. Theorem 3.1 proves the standard suite of strong hyperbolic
properties for the open system. As noted in the introduction, it is a significant improvement over
[BDM], [DT1] and [PU] which had similar results under much more restrictive assumptions on the
map, the potential and the hole.

Theorem 3.1. Let f ∈ F and φ be an admissible potential, with normalised version ϕ = φ−P (φ).
Let z ∈ I, and for ε > 0, set Hε(z) = (z − ε, z + ε). Suppose that ε∗ > 0 is sufficiently small so
that − log λε∗ < α, where α > 0 is the tail decay rate from Theorem 4.10. Then the following hold
for all 0 < ε 6 min{ε∗1, ε∗}, where ε∗1 is from Lemma 6.2.

(a) The escape rate − log λε exists, and λε < 1 is the spectral radius of the punctured transfer
operator on the associated Young tower. The associated eigenvector projects to a nonnega-
tive function g̊ε, which is bounded away from zero on I \Hε and satisfies L̊ϕHε g̊ε = λεg̊ε.

(b) There is a unique (φHε −P (φHε))-conformal measure mHε. This is singular with respect to

mϕ and supported on I̊∞.
(c) The measure νHε := g̊εmHε is the unique equilibrium state for φHε −P (φHε); in particular,

log λε = P (φHε)− P (φ) = P (ϕHε) = hνHε (f) +

∫
ϕHε dνHε .

Moreover, νHε is supported on I̊∞ and can be realised as the limit,

νHε(ψ) = lim
n→∞

λ−nε

∫
I̊n
ψg̊ε dmϕ, for all ψ ∈ C0(I).

(d) The measure µHεϕ := g̊εmϕ is a conditionally invariant measure supported on I \ Hε with
eigenvalue λε and is a limiting distribution in the following sense. Fix ς > 0 and let
ψ ∈ Cς(I) satisfy ψ > 0, with νHε(ψ) > 0. Then∣∣∣∣∣ L̊n

ϕHε
ψ

|L̊n
ϕHε

ψ|L1(mϕ)

− g̊ε

∣∣∣∣∣
L1(mϕ)

6 Cϑn|ψ|Cς(I) (3.1)

for some C > 0 independent of ψ, and ϑ < 1 depending only on ς.

The techniques also imply that νHε , µ
Hε
ϕ → µφ as ε→ 0. Note that the techniques of the proof also

extend to finite unions of intervals as our hole as the only condition required on the hole in [DT2]
is − log λε < α. We prove this theorem in Section 6.2.
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Remark 3.2. In fact, we prove convergence to the accim for a larger class of initial densities than
Cς(I). It only matters that ψ satisfies νHε(ψ) > 0 and that it can be realised as the projection of
an element in a certain function space on the related Young tower. So for example, any function

of the form ψ = ψ̃gϕ also satisfies (3.1), where ψ̃ ∈ Cς(I) and gϕ =
dµϕ
dmϕ

.

The following lemma shows that we can always choose ε∗ > 0 small enough so that − log λε∗ < α,
and hence the theorem applies to all small holes.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose φ is an admissible potential and f ∈ F . For any z ∈ I, and hole Hε(z) =
(z − ε, z + ε), it holds that limε→0 λε = 1.

Proof. This is a simple consequence of Corollary 5.5, since the escape rate for the related induced
system, − log Λε, is continuous in ε, and by monotonicity, λε > Λε. For details, see the verification
of property (P2) in Section 6.1. �

Remark 3.4. (Bowen formula for Hausdorff dimension of I̊∞.) If we take φ = − log |Df |, then

under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and for ε sufficiently small, Hdim(I̊∞) = t∗, where t∗ is the
unique value of t such that P (tφHε) = 0. This follows as in [DT1, Theorem 8.1], using the uniform
bounds for t close to 1 on the tail of the return time function from Theorem 4.10 to show that any
set of Hausdorff dimension greater than some constant D < 1 lifts to our inducing scheme. Then
Theorem 3.1(c) implies that the dimension of the equilibrium measure ν1

Hε
, corresponding to t = 1,

equals 1 + log λε, and so is greater than D for ε small. Thus the Hausdorff dimension of I̊∞ equals
that of the survivor set in our inducing scheme.

3.2. Zero-hole limits. Here we consider the asymptotic scaling limit for the escape rate, − log λε
µϕ(Hε)

as ε→ 0. This limit was first computed in the context of escape rates for full shifts in [BY], then
extended to (piecewise) uniformly expanding systems in [KL2] and to more general potentials in
the symbolic setting in [FP] (see also [AB, BV2, FFT2]). Its extension to unimodal and multimodal
maps followed with added assumptions on the centre of the hole z, either assuming that the post-
critical orbits approach z slowly [BDM, DT1], or are bounded away from z [PU].

By contrast, for Hölder continuous potentials, we prove our results for all nonperiodic z ∈ I, with
an additional assumption required only if z is periodic and lies in the post critical orbit. For
geometric potentials, we require a (generic) slow approach condition to z, and present an example
(Section 3.4) to show that the scaling limit can fail for geometric potentials if no condition on z is
imposed. The proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 are in Section 7.

3.2.1. Hölder potentials. The asymptotic escape rate depends on whether the chosen centre z is
periodic or not.

Theorem 3.5. Let f ∈ F , φ be Hölder continuous and z ∈ I.

a) If z is not periodic, then lim
ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1.

b) If z is periodic with prime period p and {fn(c) : c ∈ Crit, n > 1} ∩ {z} = ∅, then

lim
ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1− eSpϕ(z).

c) Suppose z is periodic with prime period p and {fn(c) : c ∈ Crit, n > 1} ∩ {z} 6= ∅. If in

addition, either fp is orientation preserving in a neighbourhood of z, or limε→0
mϕ(z+ε,z)
mϕ(z,z−ε) =

1, then lim
ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1− eSpϕ(z).
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Remark 3.6. Even when both conditions fail in part (c) of Theorem 3.5 fail, we can still find a

subsequence of ε → 0 so that the scaling limit converges to 1 − eSpϕ(z). Thus we expect that the
scaling limit holds for all periodic points in the case of Hölder continuous potentials.

3.2.2. Geometric potentials. For the remainder of this section we let φ = − log |Df |. The geometric
case requires a condition on slow approach to the critical set as well as a polynomial rate of growth
of the derivative along the post-critical orbit. For simplicity, for a given d > 1 we will consider the
set Fd ⊂ F with the defining property that for each f ∈ Fd all critical points have order d.

For t ∈ (t−, t+), let st := t+ pt
λ(µt)

∈ (0, 1] denote the local scaling exponent for mtφ−pt , see [DT1,

Lemma 9.5]. Define

Dn(c) = |Dfn(f(c))| for each c ∈ Crit .

We assume that for each c ∈ Crit,

Dn(c) > const.nq for some q > d+ d−1
st

and all n > 1. (3.2)

With q given as above, we choose θ ∈ (0, 1) and r ∈
(

1
(1−θ)st ,

q−d
d−1

)
, and define a sequence γn = n−r,

n > 1. We make the following assumption on the centre of the hole, z, in terms of this sequence:

∃δz > 0 s.t. min
c∈Crit

d(fn(c), z) > δzγ
1−θ
n , for all n ∈ N. (3.3)

In particular, we have
∑

n γ
(1−θ)(st−ε)
n < ∞ for some ε > 0, so that condition (3.3) is generic with

respect to the measures mϕ, ϕ = tφ− pt, as proved in [DT1, Lemma 9.3].

The value of st varies continuously with t, and is > 0 for each t ∈ (t−, t+), with s1 = 1, but may
tend to zero as t tends to the boundary of (t−, t+). This means that in particular when the map f
satisfies the (CE) condition, we will restrict to a subinterval (t−, t1) where t1 ∈ (1, t+] is determined
by (7.28); if f does not satisfy (CE), we let t1 = 1.

Theorem 3.7. For d > 1, let f ∈ Fd and t ∈ (t−, t1). Suppose (3.2) is satisfied and z ∈ I satisfies
(3.3). Then for ϕ = −t log |Df | − pt,

(a) if z is not periodic then lim
ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1;

(b) if z is periodic with (prime) period p, then lim
ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1− eSpϕ(z).

Remark 3.8. [FFT1, Section 6] shows that there are examples of maps f ∈ Fd and periodic points
z satisfying (3.3).

Remark 3.9. It is not clear what the optimal condition on z is so that the scaling limits of
Theorem 3.7 hold, but it is clear that the limits can fail without some assumption on z in the case
of geometric potentials. To illustrate this point, we present an example in Section 3.4 using the
map f(x) = 4x(1− x) for which (3.3) does not hold, and the relevant scaling limit fails.

3.3. Escape rate function. The asymptotics in the previous section can be seen as a type of
derivative of the escape rate at ε = 0. Our next result addresses the regularity of the escape rate
− log λε from Theorem 3.1 for ε > 0.

Theorem 3.10. Let f ∈ F and φ be an admissible potential. Suppose z ∈ I and let ε∗ > 0 be from
Theorem 3.1. Then ε 7→ − log λε is continuous on [0, ε∗] and forms a devil’s staircase: i.e., d log λε

dε
exists and equals 0 on an open and full measure subset of [0, ε∗].
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That the escape rate function forms a devil’s staircase has been shown in uniformly hyperbolic
settings, namely for expanding systems in [KL2], and for Anosov diffeomorphisms in [DW]. The
present result is the first in the setting of nonuniformly hyperbolic maps. It stands in contrast to

Theorems 3.5 and 3.7, which prove that d log λε
dε

∣∣∣
ε=0

exists and is nonzero. Once Theorem 3.1 is

established, it is a direct consequence of the continuity of f and the ergodicity of the measure µϕ,
so we give this short proof immediately.

Proof of Theorem 3.10. The continuity of ε 7→ − log λε follows from Corollary 5.5 and (7.2). We
proceed to prove the statement about the derivative of this map. Denote the survivor set by
I̊∞ε = ∩∞n=0f

−n(I \Hε(z)).

If I̊∞ε ∩ ∂Hε = ∅, then dist(I̊∞ε , ∂Hε) > 0. This follows from the continuity of f and the fact that

Hε(z) is open: If I̊∞ε ∩ ∂Hε = ∅ then there exists n > 0 such that fn(z + ε) ∈ Hε(z); by the
continuity of f , there exists a neighbourhood of z+ ε, Nδ(z+ ε), such that fn(Nδ(z+ ε)) ⊂ Hε(z).
A similar argument holds for z − ε.

Thus if I̊∞ε ∩ ∂Hε = ∅, then I̊∞ε′ ∩ ∂Hε′ = ∅ for all ε′ ∈ (ε − δ′, ε + δ′) for some δ′ > 0, i.e. the
fact that the boundary of the hole falls into the hole is an open condition. It follows from this that
I̊∞ε = I̊∞ε′ for all ε′ ∈ (ε − δ′, ε + δ′), and thus that P (ϕHε) = P (ϕHε′ ) and by Theorem 3.1(c),
λε = λε′ for all ε′ ∈ (ε− δ′, ε+ δ′).

Thus log λε is locally constant whenever I̊∞ε ∩ ∂Hε = ∅.

Finally, since µϕ(Hε) > 0, ergodicity implies that generic z ± ε fall in the hole, so the condition

I̊∞ε ∩ ∂Hε = ∅ is generic. Therefore,

µϕ

{
x = z + ε ∈ I : ε ∈ (0, ε∗) and

d log λε
dε

6= 0

}
= 0,

as required. �

3.4. An example of scaling limit failure. In this section we present an example of a map in
our class F and choice of z such that condition (3.3) is violated and the conclusion of Theorem 3.7
fails.

Let f : I 	 be defined by f(x) = 4x(1 − x). Let X also denote the unit interval, and T : X 	 be
the tent map T (x) = 2x, x ∈ [0, 1/2], and T (x) = 2(1− x), x ∈ [1/2, 1].

The well-known conjugacy between f and T is g : X → I, g(x) = sin2(πx2 ), so that f◦g(x) = g◦T (x)
for all x ∈ X.

Let m denote Lebesgue measure on X, which is T -invariant and the equilibrium state for the
potential − log |DT |. The absolutely continuous invariant probability measure for f can then be
written as µ = g∗m, which is the equilibrium state for the potential − log |Df |.

We choose z = 0, a fixed point for f , and define Hε = [0, ε). It is clear that (3.3) fails, since
Crit = {1

2} and f2(1
2) = 0.

Now g−1(Hε) = [0, ε′), where ε′ = 2
π sin−1(

√
ε). Note that since X = g−1(I), we have

m(X̊n) := m(∩ni=0T
−i(X \ g−1(Hε)) = m(∩ni=0T

−i(g−1(I \Hε)))

= m(∩ni=0g
−1 ◦ f−i(I \Hε)) = m(g−1(∩ni=0f

−i(I \Hε))) = µ(I̊n) ,
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where X̊n and I̊n denote the n-step survivor sets for T and f , respectively.

Thus the escape rate − log λε for (f, µ,Hε) is the same as the escape rate for (T,m, g−1(Hε)).

Now applying [BY, Theorem 4.6.1 and Section 5] (see also [KL2, Theorem 2.1 and Section 3.1]) to
T , we compute the scaling limit,

lim
ε→0

− log λε
µ(Hε)

= lim
ε→0

− log λε
m(g−1(Hε))

= 1− 1

DT (0)
=

1

2
.

Yet Df(0) = 4, so that the expected scaling limit for f would be 1− 1
Df(0) = 3

4 6=
1
2 .

Remark 3.11. Although the scaling limit of Theorem 3.7 fails in this case, we note that an alternate
formulation is possible. Indeed, the invariant density for f with respect to Lebesgue measure has a
spike of order x−1/2 at z = 0. So the limit of 1

2 that we compute is compatible with the formula,

lim
ε→0

− log λε
µ(Hε)

= 1−
(

1

Df(0)

)1/2

= 1−
(

1

4

)1/2

= 1− 1

2
=

1

2
,

where the scaling exponent of 1/2 matches the exponent in the spike of the invariant density. Such
relations follow from O’Brien’s formula for the extremal index (see [FFT2, (2.6)] for a dynamical
setting of this), and given the connection between extremal indices and scaling limits for escape
rates established in [BDT], we conjecture that it holds in greater generality for scaling limits.

4. Construction of extensions and preliminary results

4.1. Distortion and contraction. As is standard in this field we wish to recover some uniform
expansion and uniform distortion from a system which is non-uniformly hyperbolic. We will use
versions of the Koebe Lemma often, so state it here (see [MS, Theorem IV.1.2]) recalling that
elements of F have negative Schwarzian derivative.

Lemma 4.1 (Koebe Lemma). For any ε > 0, there exists K(ε) > 1 such that the following hold. If
f ∈ F and U b U ′ is such that U ′ \U consists of two intervals length > ε|U | and fn : U ′ → fn(U ′)
is a diffeomorphism then,

(a) for x, y ∈ U ,
Dfn(x)

Dfn(y)
6 K(ε);

(b) for x, y ∈ U , ∣∣∣∣Dfn(x)

Dfn(y)
− 1

∣∣∣∣ 6 K(ε)
|x− y|
|U |

.

For expansion/backward contraction we use ‘polynomial shrinking’. That is, for β > 0,

• (PolShr)β: there are constants δ, C > 0 such that for each x ∈ I and every integer n > 1,

any connected component W of f−n(Bδ(x)) has |W | 6 Cn−β.

Combining [R-LS, Theorem A] and [BRSS, Theorem 1], for each f ∈ F this holds for any β > 0.2

Notice that for intervals of size larger than δ in our setting, we can simply chop these up into
smaller intervals at the cost of adding a multiplicative constant.

2In fact, these results imply that to obtain (PolShr)β for a particular β, one does not need |Dfn(f(c))| → ∞ for
all c ∈ Crit, but rather a specific lower bound for |Dfn(f(c))| depending on β suffices.
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4.2. Hofbauer extensions. Hofbauer extensions are Markov extensions of f : I 	 usually defined
by introducing cuts at (images of) critical points, but in fact we can cut at arbitrary points: in
Section 4.4 we will give a definition of our ‘extended critical set’. So we let Cr ⊂ I be a finite set of
points with Crit ⊂ Cr. Set P0 := I, let P1 be the partition defined by Cr, and define n-cylinders by

Pn :=
n−1∨
i=0

f−iP1.

We will denote the n-cylinder which x ∈ I lies in by Zn[x] (note that if there are two, then we can
make an arbitrary choice). Now define D := {fk(Z) : Z ∈ Pk, k > 0}. As D is a set, each element
D ∈ D appears once (i.e., if fk(Z) = f j(Z ′) then these elements are naturally identified as the
same set). The Hofbauer extension is defined as the disjoint union

Î = Î(Cr) := tD∈DD.

We call each D a domain of Î. There is a natural projection map π : Î → I, so each point x̂ ∈ Î can
be represented as (x,D) where x = πx̂. The map f̂ : Î 	 is defined by f̂(x̂) = f̂(x,D) = (f(x), D′)
if there are cylinder sets Z ′ ⊂ Z with Z ′ ∈ Pk+1 and Z ∈ Pk such that

x ∈ fk(Z ′) ⊂ fk(Z) = D and D′ = fk+1(Z ′). (4.1)

In this case we write D → D′, so (D,→) has the structure of a directed graph. With this setup, π

acts as a semiconjugacy between f̂ and f :

π ◦ f̂ = f ◦ π.

We can think of points in Cr as ‘cut points’ since if an open interval Â = (A,D) ⊂ Î and #{A∩Cr} =

k > 1, then Â gets cut at each element of Cr (strictly speaking, of π−1(Cr)) so that f̂(Â) lies in
k + 1 different elements of D.

Let D0 be the base of Î, that is the copy of I in the extension. Define ι to be the natural inclusion
map sending I to D0. For D ∈ D we let level(D) be the length of the shortest path D0 → · · · → D
in (D,→). Then for L ∈ N, the truncated extension at level L is

Î(L) := t{D ∈ D : level(D) 6 L}.

The following lemma and proof are well-known in the area, but we include them for illustrative
purposes and for use later.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that x̂, ŷ ∈ Î \ ∂Î have πx̂ = πŷ. Then there exists n ∈ N such that

f̂n(x̂) = f̂n(ŷ).

Proof. Let w = πx̂. Observe that since π is a semiconjugacy, f̂k(x̂), f̂k(ŷ) ∈ π−1(fk(w)) for all

k > 0. Let Dx̂ and Dŷ denote the domains of Î which contain x̂ and ŷ respectively. Then choose n
so large that (π|Dx̂)−1(Zn[w]) and (π|Dŷ)−1(Zn[w]) are both compactly contained inside Dx̂ and Dŷ

respectively, where Zn[w] denotes the element of Pn containing w. Now notice that fn(Zn[w]) is a

domain of the Hofbauer extension, and indeed it follows from the construction in (4.1) that f̂n(x̂)

and f̂n(ŷ) must lie in fn(Zn[w]). Since these iterates must also both lie on the fibre π−1(fn(w))
by the conjugacy property, the points must coincide, as required. �

In general, Hofbauer extensions split into a collection of transitive components and a non-transitive
set, see [HR], but the above lemma and the leo property imply that there is a unique transitive
component. Since any points outside this must map into it and stay there forever, we will adopt
the convention that Î(L) is always restricted to the transitive component.
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Given a set A ⊂ I, the set Â = π−1(A) is called the lift of A. We now consider how to lift measures

to Î. Suppose that µ is an ergodic f -invariant probability measure. Set µ̂(0) := µ ◦ ι−1, and for
n ∈ N,

µ̂(n) :=
1

n

n−1∑
k=0

µ̂(0) ◦ f̂−k.

As in [K], if hµ(f) > 0, then µ̂(n) converges in the vague topology3 to µ̂, which is an f̂ -invariant
ergodic measure with

µ̂ ◦ π−1 = µ.

Also, [K] shows that hµ̂(f̂) = hµ(f).

We will also be interested in lifting conformal measures. Given a conformal measure mφ on I,

define m̂φ := mφ ◦π−1. Clearly m̂φ is φ̂-conformal for φ̂ := φ◦π on Î. Note that in general it could

be the case that m̂φ(Î) =∞.

Remark 4.3. We can define pressure P (φ̂) analogously to (2.1). As in (2.3), for admissible

potentials we need only consider measures with positive entropy, so we deduce that P (φ̂) = P (φ).

This implies that when we lift the normalised potential, ϕ̂ := ϕ ◦ π, then the relation ϕ̂ = φ̂− P (φ̂)
continues to hold.

4.3. Inducing schemes. We wish to define inducing schemes via first return maps to truncated
domains in the Hofbauer extension, whose partition we will refine further below: it will also be
useful to set this up for our punctured systems, though there will be a small difference in the
structure there. To this end, let P̂n be the set of intervals {(π|D)−1(Z) : D ∈ D, Z ∈ Pn}. For a

domain D ∈ D, let DL
` be the left-most interval of P̂L in D and DL

r be the right-most,

Î ′(L) := Î(L) ∩
[
tD∈D

(
D \ (DL

` ∪DL
r )
)]
. (4.2)

It follows, for example from [DoT, Lemma 8.2] that, so long as Î has more than one domain, then

for all ε > 0 there exists L ∈ N such that if hµ(f) > ε then µ̂(Î ′(L)) > 0.

We further partition Î ′(L) into the elements of P̂L intersecting it and denote this collection by Q,

(i.e., Q = {Q ∈ P̂L : Q ⊂ Î ′(L)}), see Figure 1. Letting R be the first return time to Y := Î ′(L),

the map F = f̂R is the first return map. We denote the domains of F by {Yi}i. These are the
maximal sets U such that U ⊂ Q and F (U) ⊂ Q′ for some Q,Q′ ∈ Q, so that F is monotonic and
R is constant on U . We set Ri = R|Yi . The cylinder structure of Q ensures that the {Yi}i are
disjoint and the Markov structure ensures that the image of such a domain is an interval Q of Q,
see [DoT, Lemma 4.9]. We give a short proof of this fact to explain how the changes we make later
will not affect this structure.

Lemma 4.4 (Markov property of F ). If Yi is a domain of F with F (Yi) ⊂ Q ∈ Q then F (Yi) = Q.

Proof. Let D ∈ D denote the domain in which Yi lies and suppose Ri = n. By the Markov structure
of the Hofbauer extension there must exist Y ′i ⊂ D such that f̂n(Y ′i ) = Q. If Yi 6= Y ′i then the only
constraint that Yi must satisfy which Y ′i does not need to is that Yi must be contained in some

Q′ ∈ P̂L. This means that Yi must have an element of ∂P̂L as a boundary point: indeed it must
be adjacent to some DL

` or DL
r . Denote such a point by a−j where π(a−j) ∈ f−jCr. In particular

j 6 L. So if n > j then in fact f̂n(a−j) must be a boundary point of some D ∈ D, which is a

3Recall that µ̂(n) converges to µ̂ vaguely if µ̂(n)(ψ) converges to µ̂(ψ) for all continuous ψ with compact support

in Î.
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Figure 1. A sketch of the first few levels of a Hofbauer extension for a unimodal
map. The dotted line shows where we cut at the critical point c0, a blue arrow shows
movement between domains in different levels and a red arrow shows movement
between domains in the same level (the colouring will be most useful when we
have extra cuts, as we will later). We denote by cn = fn(c0). We also indicate
the boundaries of the cylinder sets, denoted ci−j , in P4, and draw vertical lines to

indicate how this lifts to P̂4. Thick vertical lines imply these points are doubled.
These endpoints are then used to determine Î ′(4), as well as the domains Q of Y ,
which are drawn with thick black lines.

contradiction. On the other hand if n 6 j then f̂n(a−j) is a boundary point of an element of P̂L
so in fact f̂n(Yi) = Q and Yi = Y ′i . �

Remark 4.5. In the construction above, we used P̂L = P̂L(Cr) to firstly arrange for Î(L) to be

trimmed to Î ′(L) and then secondly to partition the domains of Î ′(L) into Q. We observe here

that if a subset Cr′ ⊂ Cr is instead used to produce P̂L(Cr′) and this set used in place of P̂L(Cr),
the setup above, and in particular the conclusion of Lemma 4.4, still holds. We will employ such a
construction in Section 4.4.

Note that the set of domains generate a cylinder structure for F , which we will denote by {Y (n)
i }i

for the collection of n-cylinders. The Markov structure of the Hofbauer extension implies for that
each domain of F , if it maps onto D(L) ∈ Î ′(L), where D(L) ⊂ D ∈ D, then there is an extension
so that F extends to a map onto D. As in Lemma 4.1, this extension property gives us bounded
distortion for F : there exists K > 1 such that for Yi a domain of F , if x, y ∈ Yi then

|DF (x)|
|DF (y)|

6 K

(we improve on this estimate in Lemma 4.6). Note that K depends on L since L determines the
constant ε in Lemma 4.1.

We also note that by [DoT, Lemma 10.7], F is uniformly hyperbolic, i.e., there exist CF > 0 and
σF > 1 such that for x ∈ Y and any n > 1,

|DFn| > CFσnF . (4.3)
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Given a potential φ : I → [−∞,∞], and its normalised lift ϕ̂ = ϕ ◦ π as in Remark 4.3, we define
the induced potential

Φ(x) = ϕ̂(x) + ϕ̂(f̂(x)) + · · ·+ ϕ̂(f̂R(x)(x)), x ∈ Î ′(L).

As in (2.2), if m̂ϕ is ϕ̂-conformal for f̂ , then it is also Φ-conformal for F .

By Kac’s Lemma, since F is a first return map to Y , if µ̂ is a f̂ -invariant probability measure then

µ̂Y =
µ̂|Y
µ̂(Y )

is an F -invariant probability measure and µ̂(Y ) =
1∫

R dµ̂Y
. (4.4)

We also note that

µ̂(A) = µ̂(Y )
∑
i

Ri−1∑
j=0

µ̂Y (Yi ∩ f̂−jA) =
∑
i

Ri−1∑
j=0

µ̂(Yi ∩ f̂−jA), for any Borel A ⊂ Î , (4.5)

where the sum over i is taken over all 1-cylinders Yi for F , and Ri = R|Yi .

We close this subsection with the following distortion result, which is primarily due to Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.6. (a) Suppose that φ : I → R is Hölder continuous with Hölder exponent η 6 1.

Then there exists KF,φ > 0 such that for any n-cylinder Y
(n)
i , and all x, y ∈ Y (n)

i ,

|SnΦ(x)− SnΦ(y)| 6 KF,φ|Fn(x)− Fn(y)|η.

(b) There exists KF > 0 such that for any n-cylinder of the scheme Y
(n)
i , and all x, y ∈ Y (n)

i ,∣∣∣∣DFn(x)

DFn(y)
− 1

∣∣∣∣ 6 KF |Fn(x)− Fn(y)|.

Proof. We prove (a) first. We begin by taking a 1-cylinder Yi and x, y ∈ Yi. Then

|Φ(x)− Φ(y)| 6
Ri−1∑
k=0

|φ ◦ fk(x)− φ ◦ fk(y)| 6 C
Ri−1∑
k=0

|fk(x)− fk(y)|η

= C

Ri−1∑
k=0

(
|fk(x)− fk(y)|
|F (x)− F (y)|

)η
|F (x)− F (y)|η 6 KC|F (x)− F (y)|η

Ri−1∑
k=0

(
|fk(Yi)|
|fRi(Yi)|

)η
,

where K is a distortion constant coming from Lemma 4.1. So for a Hölder condition on the induced

potential it suffices to have a bound on
∑Ri−1

k=0

(
|fk(Yi)|
|fR(Yi)|

)η
, which follows from (PolShr)β for β > 1/η.

Note that since F is uniformly hyperbolic as in (4.3), this result passes to n-cylinders, proving (a).

Part (b) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1(b). Note that when considering a cylinder Y
(n)
i ,

the switch from |x−y|
|Y (n)
i |

to |Fn(x)− Fn(y)| follows by Lemma 4.1(a) and that |Fn(Y
(n)
i )| � 1. �

Remark 4.7. The above lemma, Remark 4.3 and the proof of [DT2, Propostion 1.6] imply that for
admissible normalised potentials ϕ, the induced potential Φ has P (Φ) = 0 where pressure for the
induced system is defined analogously to (2.1).
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4.4. Punctured extensions with uniform images and uniform tails. In order to study open
systems via the Hofbauer extension, once we fix a point z ∈ I to be the centre of our hole, we will
introduce extra cuts during the construction of the extension. Indeed, in order to compare Hofbauer
extensions with different sets of cuts in a neighbourhood of z, we will construct extensions with
uniform images for the induced maps that are independent of these extra cuts.

Our notation is the following. For ε0 > 0 to be chosen below and 0 < ε < ε0, we will construct two
related Hofbauer extensions: Îz,ε0 introducing cuts at z and z ± ε0; and Îz,ε0,ε introducing cuts at
z, z ± ε0, and z ± ε. In particular, this means that we will add f−1(z), f−1(z ± ε0) and f−1(z ± ε)
to our critical set. The corresponding dynamics are denoted by f̂z,ε0 and f̂z,ε0,ε, respectively. A
simplified diagram is presented in Figure 2.

We fix z and at the beginning of Section 4.5, we will choose the relevant quantities in the following
order. First, we will choose L according to Theorem 4.10, which will provide uniform control on
the complexity of the tail of the Hofbauer extension and will depend only on the cardinality of the
critical set plus 5 deg(f). Next, we will choose ε∗0 according to (4.6), then finally we choose ε0 6 ε∗0,
which will fix the return domain Y , and work with 0 < ε < ε0 as the variable size of the hole.

Îz = Î(Critz). Let Critz denote the expanded critical set, i.e., Crit ∪ {f−1z}. Next, consider the

partition PL = PL(Critz) of I into L-cylinders with endpoints at {f−j(y) : y ∈ Critz, 0 6 j 6 L}.
We choose

ε∗0 <
1

|DfL|∞
min{|x− y| : x 6= y, x ∈ ∂PL, y ∈ f j(Critz), 0 6 j 6 L}. (4.6)

Îz,ε0 = Î(Critz,ε0). For 0 < ε0 6 ε∗0, we define Îz,ε0 = Î(Critz,ε0) as above where Critz,ε0 has

f−1(z ± ε0) added to Critz. Let Îz,ε0(L) denote the first L levels of Îz,ε0 , and let Î ′z,ε0(L) denote

Îz,ε0(L) minus the elements of P̂L(Critz,ε0) adjacent to each boundary point in Îz,ε0(L), as in (4.2),
so that the new boundary points are of the form f−j(y) for some y ∈ Critz,ε0 and 0 6 j 6 L. Note

that by choice of ε∗0, we completely remove elements of the form [fk(z), fk(z + ε0)] for 0 6 k 6 L,

and analogues, in going from Îz,ε0(L) to Î ′z,ε0(L).

Îz,ε0,ε = Î(Critz,ε0,ε). For any ε ∈ (0, ε0), we define Critz,ε0,ε to be Critz,ε0 with f−1(z ± ε) added.

Let Îz,ε0,ε = Î(Critz,ε0,ε) and define Î ′z,ε0,ε(L) to be the first L levels, Îz,ε0,ε(L), minus the elements

of P̂L(Critz,ε0,ε) adjacent to each boundary point in Îz,ε0,ε(L) so that the new boundary points are
of the form f−j(y) for some y ∈ Critz,ε0,ε and 0 6 j 6 L. As above, we completely remove elements

of the form [fk(z), fk(z + ε0)] for 0 6 k 6 L, and analogues, in going from Îz,ε0,ε(L) to Î ′z,ε0,ε(L).

As can be seen from this construction, the domains of Î ′z,ε0(L) and Î ′z,ε0,ε(L) are the same. We

choose Q to be the domains of Î ′z,ε0,ε(L) further partitioned by P̂L(Critz,ε0). We choose this

partition rather than P̂L(Critz,ε0,ε) to ensure our F -images have size independent of ε and because,
as in Remark 4.5, this does not affect the Markov structure for F since the extra cuts due to ε fall
within intervals of the form [fk(z), fk(z + ε0)] for 0 6 k 6 L, which have already been removed

from Î ′z,ε0,ε(L).

Remark 4.8. Here we explain how cutting at f−1(z) and our choice of ε∗0 ensures that the repre-
sentatives of the holes in the Hofbauer extension are disjoint from our inducing domains.

(a) If f̂ : U → D, D ∈ D, is a homeomorphism, then since we cut at f−1(z), the interior of
U cannot intersect π−1(f−1(z)), which also implies that the interior of D cannot intersect
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Figure 2. The Hofbauer extension based on the same unimodal map as in Figure 1,
but with new cuts at points y+ε

0 , y0 and y−ε0 . These represent one set of preimages of
f−1(z−ε0), f−1(z) and f−1(z+ε0): adding in all preimages adds to the complexity
of the diagram significantly. Similarly for simplicity we include only the preimages
of c0 at the bottom of the diagram, and omit the preimages of y+ε

0 , y0 and y−ε0
(therefore unlike in Figure 1 we do not mark out the domains Q of Y here). In
levels above 0 any marked point is a boundary point of D: thicker markers imply
that these points are doubled. Since, in contrast to Figure 1, the number of domains
of a given level can be greater than one, we add in the numbers on the left to clarify
the level of each domain. Note that with ε0 fixed less than ε∗0, additional cuts can
be introduced at z ± ε for ε < ε0 which do not affect the structure of the cylinders
outside the intervals (yn, y

+ε
n ) and (y−εn , yn).

π−1(z). Therefore, this fact must be true for any D in the transitive part of Îz. So we

conclude that π−1(z) ∩ Î ′z(L) = ∅ due to trimming of L-cylinders.

(b) Suppose that Ĵε0(z) ⊂ D ∈ D where level(D) = k ∈ {0, . . . , L} and π(Ĵε0(z)) ⊂ (z − ε0, z +

ε0). By (4.6),
(
f̂ jz,ε0(Ĵε0(z))

)
∩ Î ′z,ε0(L) = ∅, for all j = 0, . . . , L − k. As a consequence

π−1((z−ε0, z+ε0))∩Î ′z,ε0(L) = ∅ and there is a one-to-one correspondence between elements

of Î ′z,ε0(L) and Î ′z,ε0,ε(L); indeed, precisely the same domains appear on each level. Abusing

notation slightly, we write Î ′z,ε0(L) = Î ′z,ε0,ε(L), and once L is fixed, simply refer to the
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common set of domains as

Y = tQ∈P̂L(Critz,ε0 )Q.

As a result of this construction, Y ∩ Ĥε = ∅ for all ε < ε0, where Ĥε = π−1(Hε).

Remark 4.9. (Role of ε and ε0.) The cuts at z±ε form the boundary of the hole Hε, and defining

Îz,ε0,ε with respect to these cuts guarantees that the Markov structure will respect the hole. The
extra cuts at z ± ε0 are used to guarantee uniform images and tails for returns to Y as ε → 0.
Without loss of generality on Hε, we may always choose ε0 to satisfy,

{f `(z ± ε0)}`>0 ∩ Critz = ∅ and {f `(z)}`>0 ∩ {z ± ε0} = ∅. (4.7)

In fact, we will only need to invoke (4.7) in Section 7 to prove convergence to the asymptotic escape
rate in the case that z is periodic (see Lemmas 7.6 and 7.11 ). All results in Sections 4.5, 5 and 6
hold for all ε0 6 ε∗0.

The size of ε > 0 will be further reduced in Corollaries 4.13 and 5.3, and Lemma 6.2 to satisfy
ε < ε∗1, where ε∗1 < ε0 guarantees that the corresponding induced maps are uniformly mixing and
the associated transfer operators have a uniform spectral gap.

As defined above, Q denotes the finite partition of Y into its domains. Define the induced maps

Fz,ε0 = f̂
Rz,ε0
z,ε0 and Fz,ε0,ε = f̂

Rz,ε0,ε
z,ε0,ε acting on the domain Y , where Rκ denotes the first return

time to Y in the extension (f̂κ, Îκ), and κ stands for either of the indices (z, ε0) or (z, ε0, ε). By
construction, all images of elements of Q under Fκ are unions of elements of Q. Thus Fκ has the
finite images property.

We have a natural projection πκ : Îκ → I which commutes with the dynamics, πκ ◦ f̂κ = f ◦ πκ.
Note that from here on we will fix m̂ = m̂ϕ for the relevant ϕ = φ− P (φ). As in Remark 4.8, m̂ is

the same for all Y = Î ′κ(L), and moreover m̂ is always conformal for Φκ under Fκ and we obtain
Fκ-invariant measures as in (4.4) and (4.5).

Define d = #Cr + 5 deg(f) > #Critz,ε0,ε, and note that by definition, d does not depend on ε and
ε0, just on the fact that we have introduced extra cuts at the preimages of the 5 points, z, z ± ε0

and z ± ε. Our first result provides uniform bounds on the tail of the return time functions Rz,ε0
and Rz,ε0,ε.

Theorem 4.10. Suppose that either:

(a) φ = −t log |Df | for t ∈ (t−, t+); or
(b) φ : I → R is Hölder continuous.

Then there exist L ∈ N, C > 0 and α > 0 such that for all 0 < ε < ε0 6 ε∗0, Fκ, the first return

map to Î ′κ(L), has tails m̂φ−P (φ)(Rκ > n) 6 Ce−αn where κ = {z, ε0} or {z, ε0, ε}. Here L,C, α
depend only on (f, φ, d).

Proof of Theorem 4.10. For ease of notation, we will drop the subscript κ in the proof, but all
statements apply equally well to Fz,ε0 and Fz,ε0,ε.

As shown in [DoT, Lemma 4.15], for each ξ > 0 there exist L = L(ξ) and n0 = n0(L) such
that #{i : R(Yi) = n} 6 eξn for all n > n0. Crucially these numbers only depend on d, so are
independent of the actual values of ε and ε0. Thus to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that
there exists some ᾱ > ξ such that for any 1-cylinder Yi of F , m̂(Yi) 6 e−ᾱRi where Ri := R|Yi .
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In the geometric case i.e., case (a), we will set

ᾱ = pt + tλmin.

The fact that ᾱ > 0 follows immediately from our having set t < t+. In the Hölder case we obtain
an analogous ᾱ > 0 using the assumed pressure gap, φ < P (φ). In both cases we now can select
ξ < ᾱ, which then fixes L(ξ) and Q. We will see below that our estimates on the measures of the
domains Yi yield α = ᾱ− ξ.

We will use the expansion on periodic orbits to estimate the measure of the domains Yi. The proof of
this theorem would be simpler if we had Yi ⊂ F (Yi) for all i, since then each Yi would contain a point
of period Ri, which will allow us to connect ᾱ and the measure of Yi. To overcome this issue, we will
first prove that F is transitive on elements of Q. Recall that by Lemma 4.2, if O1, O2 ⊂ Î ′z,ε0(L) are
two open sets such that π(O1)∩π(O2) 6= ∅, then there exists n ∈ N such that Fn(O1)∩Fn(O2) 6= ∅.

Now let Q1, Q2 ∈ Q. Since f is leo, there exists n1 ∈ N such that π(f̂n1Q1) ⊃ I ⊃ π(Q2).

By Lemma 4.2, there exists n2 ∈ N such that f̂n1+n2(Q1) ∩ f̂n2(Q2) 6= ∅. Since Q2 is a recurrent
element of Q, there exists n ∈ N such that Fn(Q1) ∩ Q2 6= ∅. Then the Markov property of F
implies that Fn(Q1) ⊃ Q2, and the claimed transitivity follows.

Since Q is finite, there exist N > 1 and C > 0 such that for each pair Q1, Q2 ∈ Q, there are J ⊂ Q1

and n 6 N such that f̂n : J → Q2 is a diffeomorphism with
∣∣∣Df̂n|J ∣∣∣ > C . Therefore, each domain

Yi of the inducing scheme contains a periodic point yi with period Ri 6 p 6 Ri + N for f̂ . Then
|DF (yi)| > C−1|Df̂p(yi)| & eλminRi . Throughout we will treat f̂Ri(Yi) as having uniform size, i.e.,
independent of i.

In case (a), Lemma 4.1 implies

m̂(f̂Ri(Yi)) =

∫
Yi

e−SRi (tφ̂−pt)dm̂ =

∫
Yi

|DF |teRiptdm̂ � |DF (yi)|tm̂(Yi)e
Ript . (4.8)

Therefore, m̂(Yi) . e−Ri(tλmin+pt) = e−ᾱRi .

For the Hölder case, recall that we have assumed that φ < P (φ), and thus by Remark 4.3, φ̂ < P (φ̂)

on Î. Our value of ᾱ here is inf
{
P (φ)− Spφ(x)

p : fp(x) = x
}
> inf{P (φ) − φ(x) : x ∈ I} > 0.

So again, using a slightly more elementary version of the estimate in (4.8) in conjunction with
Lemma 4.6, to give us our requisite distortion property, the result follows. �

4.5. Uniform mixing for Fz,ε0,ε. Now we choose L large enough so that the conclusion of Theo-
rem 4.10 is satisfied. Furthermore, we enlarge L if necessary so that

a) κ = max{m̂(Îz,ε0,ε \ Î ′z,ε0(L)), m̂(Îz,ε0 \ Î ′z,ε0(L))} < 1/3; and

b) any ergodic invariant measure ν with entropy hν(f) > (log λε∗ + α)/2 lifts to our inducing

scheme on Î ′z,ε0(L), where ε∗ is from Theorem 3.1.

Item (b) is possible due to [DoT, Lemma 8.2], and the fact that α does not decrease as L increases.

With L fixed, we define ε∗0 as in (4.6), and for ε0 6 ε∗0, we let Y = Î ′z,ε0(L) as in Remark 4.8.

Our next result proves a necessary mixing property for our return maps.

Lemma 4.11. For all ε0 6 ε∗0 and ε < ε0, the induced maps Fz,ε0 and Fz,ε0,ε are topologically
mixing on Y .
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Proof. We write our arguments for Fz,ε0,ε, but the same proof holds for Fz,ε0 .

By the proof of Theorem 4.10, Fz,ε0,ε is transitive on the finitely many elements of Q. The only way
it can fail to be mixing is if the images decompose into a periodic cycle. Let Q ∈ Q. Since f is leo,
there exists nQ such that fn(π(Q)) ⊃ I for all n > nQ. By our choice of L, κ = m̂(Îz,ε0,ε\Y ) < 1/3.

Then since fn ◦ π = π ◦ f̂nz,ε0,ε, we have m(π(f̂nz,ε0,ε(Q) ∩ Y )) > 1− κ, for n > nQ.

Applying this to n = nQ and n = nQ + 1, we conclude

m
(
π
(
Y ∩ f̂nQz,ε0,ε(Q)

)
∩ π

(
Y ∩ f̂nQ+1

z,ε0,ε (Q)
))
> 1− 2κ > 0.

Thus there must exist intervals O1 ⊂ Y ∩ f̂nQz,ε0,ε(Q) and O2 ⊂ Y ∩ f̂nQ+1
z,ε0,ε (Q) such that π(O1) ∩

π(O2) 6= ∅. By Lemma 4.2, there exists n1 ∈ N such that Fn1
z,ε0,ε(O1) ∩ Fn1

z,ε0,ε(O2) 6= ∅. Since

Q,O1, O2 ⊂ Y , there exists kQ ∈ N such that F
kQ
z,ε0,ε(Q) ∩ F kQ+1

z,ε0,ε (Q) 6= ∅, so the period of Q under
Fz,ε0,ε is 1. Thus Fz,ε0,ε is aperiodic and therefore mixing. �

Our next two lemmas show that the mixing established in Lemma 4.11 is in fact uniform in ε.

Lemma 4.12. Fix ε0 6 ε∗0 and suppose there exist Q1, Q2 ∈ Q and an interval J ⊂ Q1 such
that FnJz,ε0(J) = Q2 for some nJ ∈ N. Then there exists ε1 < ε0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε1),
FnJz,ε0,ε(J) = Q2.

Proof. Fix ε0. Suppose there exist Q1, Q2 ∈ Q and an interval J ⊂ Q1 and nJ ∈ N such that
FnJz,ε0(J) = Q2 as in the statement of the lemma. Let n1 ∈ N be such that f̂n1

z,ε0(J) = Q2.

A key property of our construction of Y = Î ′z,ε0(L) is that we have ‘trimmed’ the edges of the
domains at returns: i.e., the endpoints of Q1 and Q2 are elements of ∂PL = ∂PL(Critz,ε0) and the
Markov property of Fz,ε0 , Lemma 4.4, implies that there exist domains Q′1 ) Q1 and Q′2 ) Q2 in

the extension Îz,ε0 (note that Q′2 is an element of D) and an interval J ′ with J ( J ′ ⊂ Q′1 such

that f̂n1
z,ε0(J ′) = Q′2.

Let ẑ and ẑ ± ε0 denote the fibres above z and z ± ε0, respectively. Due to the Markov property
and because we have treated f−1(z) and f−1(z ± ε0) as cut points during our construction of Îz,ε0
and Îz,ε0,ε, it follows that ∂(f̂ jz,ε0(J)) ∩ {ẑ, ẑ ± ε0} = ∅, for all 0 6 j 6 n1.

Case 1:
⋃n1
j=0 f̂

j
z,ε0(J) ∩

(
ẑ − ε0, ẑ + ε0

)
= ∅. Then introducing new cuts at f−1(z ± ε) in the

construction of Îz,ε0,ε does not affect the endpoints of either J ′ or Q′2, and the lemma holds with
ε1 = ε0.

Case 2:
⋃n1
j=0 f̂

j
z,ε0(J) ∩

(
ẑ − ε0, ẑ + ε0

)
6= ∅. Choose

ε1 < min
{
d
(
∂(f̂ jz,ε0(J)), ẑ

)
: 0 6 j 6 n1

}
.

It follows that for all ε < ε1, f̂n1
z,ε0,ε(J) = Q2. Moreover, there exists an interval J ′ε ) J and a

domain Q′2,ε ) Q2 in Îz,ε0,ε such that f̂n1
z,ε0,ε(J

′
ε) = Q′2,ε. Then, since Fz,ε0,ε is the first return map

to Y , and Y is independent of ε, it follows that FnJz,ε0,ε(J) = Q2. �

Corollary 4.13. For all δ > 0 there exists ε1 ∈ (0, ε0) such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε1),

m̂(x̂ ∈ Y : Fz,ε0(x̂) 6= Fz,ε0,ε(x̂)) 6 δ.
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Proof. Fix δ > 0. By Theorem 4.10, we may choose N such that m̂(Rz,ε0 > N) 6 Ce−αN 6 δ.
Considering the 1-cylinders for Fz,ε0 , there are only finitely many with R 6 N .

For each 1-cylinder Yi, Lemma 4.12 yields an ε1(i) > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε1(i)), Yi is also a
1-cylinder for Fz,ε0,ε; moreover, Fz,ε0(Yi) = Fz,ε0,ε(Yi) and Rz,ε0(Yi) = Rz,ε0,ε(Yi).

Taking ε1 = min{ε1(i) : Rz,ε0(Yi) 6 N} > 0 completes the proof of the corollary. �

5. A spectral gap for the induced punctured transfer operators

In this section, we work with the induced maps Fz,ε0 and Fz,ε0,ε defined on the common domain

Y = Î ′z,ε0(L). Since z and ε0 6 ε∗0 are fixed throughout this section, for brevity, we will denote
these maps simply by Fε := Fz,ε0,ε and F0 := Fz,ε0 . Related objects will also be denoted by the
subscript ε or 0. One of the main points of this section is to show that certain key properties are
uniform for ε ∈ [0, ε0), where ε = 0 is understood to correspond to the map Fz,ε0 whose Hofbauer
extension is defined by introducing cuts only at z and z ± ε0.

For ε ∈ [0, ε0), let Yε = {Yi}i denote the set of 1-cylinders for Fε on which Rε = Rz,ε0,ε is constant.
As before, denote by Q the finite partition of Y into intervals which comprise the finite images of
Yε under Fε. It is important that Y and Q are independent of ε. Indeed, the uniformity of Q and
L allows us to take the constants in (4.3) and Lemma 4.6 uniformly in ε. This is formalised in
properties (GM2) and (GM3) below.

Let Φε = SRεϕ be the induced version of ϕ on Y . Note that as in, for example [DoT, Lemma 14.9],

the fact that µ̂ε(Î
′(L)) > 0 guarantees that P (Φε) = 0. Also, the conformal measure mϕ lifted to

Îz,ε0,ε, and denoted m̂ϕ,ε, depends on both ε and ϕ. However, m̂ϕ,ε restricted to Y is independent
of ε since Y is independent of ε. Since we will work exclusively in Y in this section, we suppress the
dependence on ϕ and refer to this measure on Y as simply m̂. For each ε ∈ [0, ε0), it is a conformal
measure for Fε with respect to the potential Φε.

The key properties of the Gibbs-Markov maps Fε, ε ∈ [0, ε0), are as follows:

(GM1) Fε(Yi) ∈ Q for each Yi ∈ Yε;
(GM2) There exist σ > 1 and Ce ∈ (0, 1] (an expansion constant) such that for all n ∈ N, if Y

(n)
i is

an n-cylinder for Fε and x, y ∈ Y (n)
i , then d(Fnε x, F

n
ε y) > Ceσ

nd(x, y), where d(·, ·) is the

distance on each interval in Î induced by the Euclidean metric on I.

(GM3) There exists Cd > 0 (a distortion constant) such that for all n ∈ N, if Y
(n)
i is an n-cylinder

for Fε and x, y ∈ Y (n)
i , then∣∣∣eSnΦε(x)−SnΦε(y) − 1

∣∣∣ 6 Cdd(Fnε x, F
n
ε y)η,

for some η > 0.

Note that (GM3) follows from Lemma 4.6, and that the constants in (GM2) and (GM3) are inde-
pendent of ε by construction of Y . Due to (GM3), conformality and large images,

eSnΦε(x) 6 (1 + Cd)
m̂(Y

(n)
i )

m̂(Fnε (Y
(n)
i ))

6
1 + Cd
q

m̂(Y
(n)
i ), for all x ∈ Y (n)

i , (5.1)

where q := minQ∈Q m̂(Q) > 0.
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Let Cη(Q) denote the set of Hölder continuous functions on elements of Q, equipped with the norm,

‖ψ‖Cη = sup
Q∈Q

(
|ψ|C0(Q) + sup

x,y∈Q
|ψ(x)− ψ(y)|d(x, y)−η

)
=: sup

Q∈Q

(
|ψ|C0(Q) +Hη

Q(ψ)
)
.

We define the transfer operator Lε = LΦε acting on L1(m̂ε) by

Lnεψ(x) =
∑

y∈F−nε (x)

ψ(y)eSnΦε(y), for each n > 1.

Analogously, define L0 to be the transfer operator corresponding to the map F0 = Fz,ε0 .

Given a hole Hε = (z − ε, z + ε), ε ∈ (0, ε0), as in Remark 4.8, its lift Ĥε is disjoint from Y due to

our choice of ε∗0. We denote by Ĥ ′ε ⊂ Y the pre-hole, the set of points in Y which do not return to

Y before entering Ĥε. Due to our construction, Ĥ ′ε is a (countable) union of 1-cylinders for Fε,

Ĥ ′ε = {Yi ∈ Yε : f̂nε (Yi) ⊂ Ĥε for some n < Rε(Yi)} .
We will treat Ĥ ′ε as our effective hole for Fε. Let Y̊ε = Y \ Ĥ ′ε, and for n > 0, define

Y̊ n
ε = ∩ni=0F

−i
ε (Y̊ε)

to be the set of points which do not enter Ĥ ′ε in the first n iterates of Fε. The dynamics of the

induced open system are defined by F̊nε = Fnε |Y̊ n−1
ε

. Since Ĥ ′ε is a union of 1-cylinders for Fε, the

punctured map F̊ε has the same finite image property: F̊ε(Yi) ∈ Q for each Yi ⊂ Y̊ε. The punctured
transfer operator for the open system is defined for n > 1 by

L̊nεψ(x) = Lnε (ψ1Y̊ n−1
ε

)(x) =
∑

y∈F̊−nε (x)

ψ(y)eSnΦε(y). (5.2)

The punctured transfer operator is defined only for ε > 0. There is no analogous object for L0.

5.1. Spectral properties of Lε. In this section we prove that for sufficiently small ε, all the
operators Lε have a uniform spectral gap.

Proposition 5.1. There exists C > 0 such that for all n > 0,

‖L̊nεψ‖Cη 6 Cσ−ηn‖ψ‖Cηm̂(Y̊ n−1
ε ) + C

∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

|ψ| dm̂ ∀ψ ∈ Cη(Q), (5.3)

|L̊nεψ|L1(m̂) 6
∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

|ψ| dm̂ ∀ψ ∈ L1(m̂). (5.4)

The analogous inequalities hold for Lnεψ and Ln0ψ with Y̊ n−1
ε replaced by Y .

Proof. Due to the definition (5.2),
∫
Y L̊

n
εψ dm̂ =

∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

ψ dm̂, so that (5.4) is immediate. We focus

on verifying (5.3) for ψ ∈ Cη(Q).

First, we estimate the Hölder constant of L̊nεψ. Let Q ∈ Q and x, y ∈ Q. For n > 0, notice that

each u ∈ F̊−nε (x) has a (unique) corresponding v ∈ F̊−nε (y) lying in the same n-cylinder Y
(n)
i (u) as

u. Thus,

L̊nεψ(x)− L̊nεψ(y) =
∑

u∈F̊−nε (x)

(ψ(u)− ψ(v))eSnΦε(u) +
∑

v∈F̊−nε (y)

ψ(v)
(
eSnΦε(u) − eSnΦε(v)

)
6

∑
u∈F̊−nε (x)

Hη(ψ)d(u, v)η 1+Cd
q m̂

(
Y

(n)
i (u)

)
+

∑
v∈F̊−nε (y)

|ψ(v)| m̂
(
Y

(n)
i (v)

)
1+Cd
q Cdd(x, y)η,
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where we have used the bounded distortion property (GM3) as well as (5.1). Now using the

regularity of ψ as well as the expanding property (GM2), for any v ∈ F̊−nε (y),∣∣∣∣∣∣|ψ(v)| − 1

m̂
(
Y

(n)
i (v)

) ∫
Y

(n)
i (v)

|ψ| dm̂

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 6 Hη(ψ) diam
(
Y

(n)
i (v)

)η
6 Hη(ψ)C−ηe σ−ηn . (5.5)

Putting these estimates together, we obtain∣∣∣L̊nεψ(x)− L̊nεψ(y)
∣∣∣ 6 C−ηe σ−ηnHη(ψ)d(x, y)η

∑
u∈F̊−nε (x)

1+Cd
q (1 + Cd)m̂

(
Y

(n)
i (u)

)
+

∑
v∈F̊−nε (y)

∫
Y

(n)
i (v)

|ψ| dm̂1+Cd
q Cdd(x, y)η.

Due to the fact that the hole respects the Markov structure of our inducing scheme, it follows that

∪u∈F̊−nε (x)Y
(n)
i (u) ⊂ Y̊ n−1

ε allowing us to evaluate both sums. Now dividing through by d(x, y)η

and taking the appropriate suprema yields the required inequality in (5.3) for the Hölder constant

of L̊nεψ with C = C−ηe
(1+Cd)2

q .

Next, we estimate |L̊nεψ|∞. Let Q ∈ Q and x ∈ Q. Now,

|L̊nεψ(x)| 6
∑

u∈F̊−nε (x)

|ψ(u)|eSnΦε(u) 6
∑

u∈F̊−nε (x)

1+Cd
q |ψ(u)| m̂

(
Y

(n)
i (u)

)
(5.6)

where we have used (5.1) for the second inequality. Using (5.5), we estimate,

|L̊nεψ(x)| 6 1+Cd
q

∑
u∈F̊−nε (x)

Hη(ψ)C−ηe σ−ηnm̂
(
Y

(n)
i (u)

)
+

∫
Y

(n)
i (u)

|ψ| dm̂

6 C ′σ−ηnHη(ψ)m̂(Y̊ n−1
ε ) +

∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

|ψ| dm̂ ,

so (5.3) holds with C = 2C−ηe
(1+Cd)2

q , completing the proof of the proposition. �

Define the norm for Lε : Cη(Q)→ L1(m̂) by

|||Lε||| = sup
{
|Lεψ|L1(m̂) : ‖ψ‖Cη 6 1

}
.

Lemma 5.2. For any δ > 0, there exists εδ > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, εδ), |||L0 − Lε||| 6 δ.

Proof. Fix δ > 0. Define Gε = {Yi ∈ Yε : f̂kz,ε0(Yi) = f̂kz,ε0,ε(Yi), ∀k = 1, . . . , Rε(Yi)}. Note that if
Yi ∈ Gε, then Φ0 = Φε on Yi.

Next define Bε = {y ∈ Y : Yi,ε(y) /∈ Gε}, where Yi,ε(y) is the 1-cylinder with respect to Fε containing
y. For ψ ∈ Cη(Q) and x ∈ Y ,

|(L0 − Lε)ψ(x)| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

y∈F−1
0 x

ψ(y)eΦ0(y) −
∑

y∈F−1
ε x

ψ(y)eΦε(y)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
6 |ψ|∞

∑
y∈F−1

0 x
y∈Bε

1+Cd
q m̂(Yi(y)) + |ψ|∞

∑
y∈F−1

ε x
y∈Bε

1+Cd
q m̂(Yi(y)).

(5.7)
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By the proof of Corollary 4.13, the total mass of 1-cylinders where F0 and Fε do not agree can be
made arbitrarily small.

Let δ′ = δ q
2(1+Cd)m̂(Y ) . Choose εδ > 0 such that m̂(Bεδ) 6 δ

′ by Corollary 4.13. Then

|(L0 − Lε)ψ(x)| 6 |ψ|∞21+Cd
q m̂(Bε) 6 |ψ|∞δ/m̂(Y ). (5.8)

Integrating over x ∈ Y proves the lemma:

∫
|(L0 − Lε)ψ| dm̂ 6 |ψ|∞δ. �

Corollary 5.3. There exists ε1 ∈ (0, ε0] such that the family of operators Lε, ε ∈ [0, ε1), acting on
Cη(Q) have a uniform spectral gap. There exists β > 0 such that Lε admits the following spectral
decomposition for all ε ∈ [0, ε1): There exist Gε ∈ Cη(Q), a linear functional eε : Cη(Q) → R and
an operator Rε : Cη(Q) 	 such that

Lε = Gε ⊗ eε +Rε, and RεGε = 0.

The spectral radius of Rε is at most e−β and eε(ψ) =
∫
Y ψ dm̂ for all ψ ∈ Cη(Q).

Moreover, Gε → G0 in L1(m̂) and |||Rε −R0||| → 0 as ε→ 0.

We may normalise the above so that m̂(Gε) = 1, so µ̂Y,ε = Gεm̂ is the corresponding invariant
probability measure for Fε.

Proof. The fact that all the operators Lε, ε ∈ [0, ε0), are quasi-compact on Cη(Q) with essential
spectral radius bounded by σ−1 follows from Proposition 5.1 and the fact that the unit ball of
Cη(Q) is compactly embedded in L1(m̂). Moreover, the spectrum of Lε on the unit circle is finite
dimensional and forms a cyclic group.

Since F0 is mixing by Lemma 4.11, L0 has a single simple eigenvalue at 1 and the rest of the
spectrum of L0 is contained in a disk of radius e−2β > σ−1 for some β > 0. Next, by Lemma 5.2
and [KL1, Corollary 1], the spectrum of Lε outside the disk of radius σ−1 can be made arbitrarily
close to that of L0 by choosing ε sufficiently small. Thus we may choose ε1 ∈ (0, ε0] such that
the spectrum of Lε outside the disk of radius e−β consists only of a simple eigenvalue at 1, for all
ε ∈ (0, ε1). The closeness of Gε and Rε to G0 and R0 follow similarly from [KL1, Corollary 1].
Finally, the fact that eε(ψ) = m̂(ψ) for all ψ ∈ Cη(Q) follows from the conformality of m̂. �

5.2. Spectral properties of the punctured operators L̊ε. Due to the uniform Lasota-Yorke
inequalities provided by Proposition 5.1, it only remains to show that Lε and L̊ε are close in the
||| · |||-norm.

Lemma 5.4. For any ε ∈ (0, ε0), |||Lε − L̊ε||| 6 m̂(Ĥ ′ε).

Proof. The proof is immediate using the definition of L̊ε and the conformality of m̂,∫
(Lε − L̊ε)ψ dm̂ =

∫
Lε(1Y \Y̊ 1

ε
ψ) dm̂ =

∫
Ĥ′ε

ψ dm̂ 6 |ψ|∞m̂(Ĥ ′ε), (5.9)

since Ĥ ′ε = Y \ Y̊ε. �

Corollary 5.5. There exists ε2 6 ε1 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε2), the operators L̊ε have a uniform

spectral gap: There exist Λε ∈ (e−β/3, 1), G̊ε ∈ Cη(Q), a functional e̊ε : Cη(Q)→ R, and an operator

R̊ε : Cη(Q) 	 such that

L̊ε = ΛεG̊ε ⊗ e̊ε + R̊ε, and R̊εG̊ε = 0. (5.10)
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The spectral radius of R̊ε is at most e−2β/3 < Λε.

Moreover, Λε → 1, G̊ε → G0 in L1(m̂) and |||R̊ε −R0||| → 0 as ε→ 0.

Proof. Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 together with the triangle inequality show that L̊ε and L0 are close
in the ||| · |||-norm. The uniform Lasota-Yorke inequalities given by Proposition 5.1 together with

[KL1, Corollary 1] imply that the spectrum (and corresponding spectral projectors) of L̊ε outside
the disk of radius e−β are close to those of L0. Without requiring a rate of approach, we may
choose ε2 > 0 with the stated properties. �

We may normalise G̊ε and e̊ε so that m̂(G̊ε) = 1 and e̊ε(G̊ε) = 1, so that L̊εG̊ε = ΛεG̊ε.

6. Young towers and proof of Theorem 3.1

The Markov structure of the return map Fε = Fz,ε0,ε to Y immediately implies the existence of
another, related extension, called a Young tower. These have been well-studied in the context of
open systems, so we will recall their structure in order to apply some results in our setting.

As in Section 5, let Rε = Rz,ε0,ε. Define the Young tower over Y with return time Rε by,

∆ := {(y, `) ∈ Y × N : ` < Rε(y)}.

We view ∆ as a tower with ∆` = {(y, n) ∈ Y × N : n = `} as the `th level. The dynamics on the
tower is defined by f∆(y, `) = (y, ` + 1) when ` + 1 < Rε(y), and f∆(y, `) = (Fε(y), 0) otherwise.

Thus ∆0 corresponds to Y and Fε = fRε∆ can be viewed as the first return map to ∆0. With this

definition, there is a natural projection π̂∆ : ∆→ Î satisfying π̂∆ ◦f∆ = f̂ε ◦ π̂∆. Then also defining
π∆ = π ◦ π̂∆ : ∆→ I, we have π∆ ◦ f∆ = f ◦ π∆.

Clearly, ∆ = ∆(z, ε0, ε) depends on z, ε0 and ε through the construction of Îz,ε0,ε, Y = Î ′z,ε0,ε(L)
and Fε. However, since we fix these three parameters in this section, we will drop explicit mention
of this dependence in the notation we use for objects associated with ∆.

The map f∆ inherits a Markov structure as follows. On ∆0, we use the elements of the finite
partitionQ as our partition elements, labelling them by ∆0,i. On ∆`, ` > 1, we define ∆`,i = f `∆(Yi),
Yi ∈ Yε. The collection {∆`,i}`,i>0 forms a countable Markov partition for f∆. Since at return times
to ∆0, f∆ maps the image of each 1-cylinder Yi to an element of the finite partition Q of Y = ∆0,
we will view (f∆,∆) as a Young tower with finitely many bases. The partition {∆`,i} is generating
since {Yi}i is a generating partition for Fε. Moreover, the first return time Rε to ∆0 under f∆ is

the same as the first return to Y under f̂ε.

We make ∆ into a metric space by defining a symbolic metric based on the Markov partition. Let
Rnε (x) denote the nth return time of x to ∆0. Define the separation time on ∆0 by,

s(x, y) = min
{
n > 0 : f

Rnε
∆ (x) and f

Rnε
∆ (y) lie in different elements of Yε

}
.

We extend the separation time to all of ∆ by setting s(x, y) = s(f−`∆ x, f−`∆ y) for x, y ∈ ∆`. It follows
that s(x, y) is finite almost everywhere since {∆i,j} is a generating partition. For θ > 0, define a

metric on ∆ by dθ(x, y) = e−θs(x,y). We will choose θ according to property (P3) in Section 6.1.

Given our (normalised) potential ϕ̂ on Î, and ϕ̂-conformal measure m̂ = m̂ϕ, we define a reference
measure m∆ on ∆ by setting m∆ = m̂ on ∆0, and m∆|∆`

:= (f∆)∗(m∆|∆`−1∩f−1
∆ ∆`

).
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Similarly, we lift the potential ϕ̂ to a potential ϕ∆ on ∆ as follows. For x ∈ ∆`, let x− = f−`∆ (x)
denote the pullback of x to ∆0. Then,

ϕ∆(x) := SRεϕ̂(x−) for x ∈ f−1
∆ (∆0) and ϕ∆ = 0 on ∆ \ f−1

∆ (∆0).

With this definition, m∆ is a ϕ∆-conformal measure.

We may also define a related invariant measure on ∆. Let Gε ∈ Cη(Q) be the invariant density
from Corollary 5.3. Define

g∆ = Gε on ∆0, and g∆(x) = Gε(x
−) for x ∈ ∆`, ` > 1, (6.1)

where x− is defined as above.

It follows that the measure dµ∆ = g∆dm∆/
∫

∆ g∆dm∆ is an invariant probability measure for f∆.
Moreover, we have (π̂∆)∗µ∆ = µ̂ε. And since π∗µ̂ε = µϕ, we have also that (π∆)∗µ∆ = µϕ. Note

that here µ̂ε is defined on Îz,ε0,ε and depends on ε, while µϕ does not.

We lift the hole H = H(z, ε) to ∆ by settting H∆ := π−1
∆ H = π̂−1

∆ Ĥ. Due to the construction

of Îz,ε0,ε, H∆ comprises a countable collection of elements of the Markov partition ∆`,j , which we

shall denote by H`,j . Set ∆̊ = ∆ \H∆, and define the open system f̊∆ = f∆|∆̊.

Lemma 6.1. Define ∆̊(n) = ∩ni=0f
−1
∆ (∆̊). Then,

log λε := lim sup
n→∞

1

n
logµϕ(I̊n) = lim sup

n→∞

1

n
logµ∆(∆̊(n)) = lim sup

n→∞

1

n
logm∆(∆̊(n)).

Proof. The first equality follows immediately from the fact that (π∆)∗µ∆ = µϕ and π∆◦f∆ = f ◦π∆,

so that µ∆(∆̊(n)) = µϕ(I̊n) for each n. The second equality follows from the fact that µ∆ = g∆m∆,
and g∆ is bounded (uniformly in ε) away from 0 and ∞ on ∆ by (6.1) and Lemma 7.1 below. �

Our final lemma of this subsection says that the open system f̊∆ is mixing4 on partition elements
under our assumptions on f and our construction of f̂z,ε0,ε.

Let ε∗1 = min{ε1(Q1, Q2) : Q1, Q2 ∈ Q} > 0, where ε1(Q1, Q2) is from Lemma 4.12.

Lemma 6.2. For all ε ∈ (0, ε∗1), the open system (f̊∆, ∆̊) is transitive and aperiodic on elements
of {∆`,j} that do not lie above a component of H∆.

Proof. Transitivity of f∆ on elements of the Markov partition is guaranteed by the transitivity of
Fz,ε0,ε, proved in Lemma 4.11. That this property carries over to the open map f̊∆ follows from
Lemma 4.12. Considering Case 2 in the proof of that lemma, we see that for ε ∈ (0, ε1), the orbit
of the desired interval J connecting Q1 to Q2 is disjoint from Hε. Thus the connection holds for
the open system (f̊∆, ∆̊).

Next we show that f̊∆ is aperiodic. Due to the structure of the tower map, it suffices to show that
there exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n > n0, f̊n∆(∆0) ⊃ ∆0. Since returns to ∆0 must be to one
of the finitely many elements of the partition Q, this property is in turn implied by the following

claim: For all Q ∈ Q, there exists nQ ∈ N such that f̊
nQ
∆ (Q) ⊃ Q and f̊

nQ+1
∆ (Q) ⊃ Q. We proceed

to prove the claim, which is a refinement of the proof of Lemma 4.11.

4Mixing for an open system is not generally defined, and topologically transitivity does not hold unless we restrict

to the survivor set ∆̊(∞) = ∩∞n=0∆̊(n). In the open systems context, a mixing property can be formulated in terms
of transitions between elements of the Markov partition {∆`,j}, after removing those elements which lie above
components of H∆ in ∆.
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Let Q ∈ Q. Since f is leo, there exists n̄ ∈ N such that fn(π(Q)) ⊃ I for all n > n̄. Thus as in the
proof of Lemma 4.11, mϕ(π∆(fn∆(Q) ∩∆0)) > 1 − κ, by choice of L. Applying this to n = n̄ and

n = n̄+ 1, and recalling that we identify Y = Î ′z,ε0 with ∆0, we obtain,

mϕ

(
π∆(∆0 ∩ f n̄∆(Q)

)
∩ π∆

(
∆0 ∩ f n̄+1

∆ (Q))
)
> 1− 2κ > 0.

Thus there must exist intervals O1 ⊂ ∆0∩f n̄∆(Q) and O2 ⊂ ∆0∩f n̄+1
∆ (Q) such that π(O1)∩π(O2) 6=

∅. By Lemma 4.2, there exists n1 ∈ N such that f̂n1
ε (O1) ∩ f̂n1

ε (O2) 6= ∅, and we can choose this
time n1 so that this intersection occurs in Y = ∆0. This implies that also fn1

∆ (O1) ∩ fn1
∆ (O2) 6= ∅.

Now using the transitivity of Fε, as well as its Markov property, there exists k ∈ N such that
F kε (fn1

∆ (O1) ∩ fn1
∆ (O2)) ⊃ Q. Let rk denote the number of iterates of f∆ contained in F kε on this

set. This implies that both f rk+n1+n̄
∆ (Q) ⊃ Q, and f rk+n1+n̄+1

∆ (Q) ⊃ Q.

As a final step, we invoke Lemma 4.12 as earlier. We have constructed two times k1 and k2 for

which F
kj
ε (Q) ⊃ Q, j = 1, 2. By case 2 of the proof of Lemma 4.12, for ε < ε1(Q,Q), these

connections still occur in the open system. Thus we conclude that both f̊ rk+n1+n̄
∆ (Q) ⊃ Q, and

f̊ rk+n1+n̄+1
∆ (Q) ⊃ Q, as required. �

6.1. Transfer Operator on ∆ and a Spectral Gap. In order to study the dynamics on the
open tower, we define the transfer operator associated with the potential ϕ∆,

L∆ψ =
∑

y∈f−1
∆ x

ψ(y)eϕ∆(y),

and its usual punctured counterpart for the open system, L̊∆ψ = L∆(ψ · 1∆̊(1)). We also define the

corresponding punctured potential on the tower by ϕHε∆ = ϕ∆ on ∆̊ and ϕHε∆ = −∞ on H∆.

We will prove that for sufficiently small holes Hε, the transfer operator L̊∆ has a spectral gap on
a certain Banach space B, using the abstract result [DT2, Theorem 4.12]. Note that this result
is not perturbative, but rather relies on checking four explicit conditions (P1)-(P4) from [DT2,
Section 4.2]. They are as follows.

(P1) Exponential Tails. This follows from Theorem 4.10, since by definition of m∆,

m∆(∆n) = m∆(∆0 ∩ {Rε > n}) = m̂ϕ(Y ∩ {Rε > n}) 6 Ce−αn ,
where C and α are uniform for ε < ε0.

(P2) Slow Escape. − log λε < α. This can be guaranteed by noting that λε > Λε, where Λε < 1
is from Corollary 5.5. This inequality is due to the fact that the escape from the induced system
cannot be slower than the escape from the uninduced system. The requirement on the upper escape
rate in [DT2] is defined in terms of m∆, which in our case is equal to log λε by Lemma 6.1. Again
using Corollary 5.5, there exists ε∗ > 0 such that Λε > e−α for all ε ∈ (0, ε∗). This guarantees (P2).

(P3) Bounded Distortion and Lipschitz Property for eϕ∆. The potential ϕ∆ = 0 on ∆ \ f−1
∆ (∆0) so

we need only to verify this property at return times. This follows from Lemma 4.6 and the following
estimate linking the Euclidean metric on I with the separation time metric on ∆. If s(x, y) = n,
then F iε(π̂∆(x)) and F iε(π̂∆(y)) lie in the same element of Yε for each i < n, and Fnε (π̂∆(x)) and
Fnε (π̂∆(y)) lie in the same element of Q. Then since DFnε > Ceσ

n > 1,

|π̂∆(x)− π̂∆(y)|η

dθ(x, y)
=
|π̂∆(x)− π̂∆(y)|η

e−θs(x,y)
6
Cηe σ−ηn

e−θn
. (6.2)
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Choosing θ < η log σ guarantees that a η-Hölder continuous function on I (and Îz,ε0,ε) lifts to a
Lipschitz function on ∆. Then Lemma 4.6(a) implies the required bounded distortion for ϕ∆.

(P4) Subexponential Growth of Potential: For each δ > 0, there exists C > 0 such that

|SRεϕ∆(x)| 6 CeδRε(x) for all x ∈ ∆0.

This is immediate for Hölder continuous potentials since ϕ is bounded so

|SRεϕ∆(x)| 6 Rε(x)|ϕ|∞ for all x ∈ ∆0.

For geometric potentials, ϕ = −t log |Df | − pt, (P4) is guaranteed by the uniform expansion of Fε
at return times, noting that

SRεϕ∆(x) = SRεϕ(π̂∆(x)) = −t log |DFε(π̂∆(x))| −Rε(x)pt .

By (GM2), Ceσ 6 |DFε| 6 (sup |Df |)Rε , and since sup |Df | <∞, we have

|SRεϕ∆(x)| 6 Rε(x)|pt|+ tmax{| log(Ceσ)|, Rε(x) log |Df |∞} for all x ∈ ∆0.

With (P1)-(P4) verified, we are prepared to study the action of L̊∆ on an appropriate function
space. Using (P2), choose β such that − log λε < β < α. Define a weighted L∞ norm on ∆ by,

‖ψ‖∞ = sup
`
e−β` sup{|ψ(x)| : x ∈ ∆`} ,

as well as the weighted Lipschitz norm,

|ψ|Lip = sup
`
e−β` sup

{
e−θs(x,y)|ψ(x)− ψ(y)| : x, y ∈ ∆`

}
.

Then define B = {ψ ∈ L1(m∆) : ‖ψ‖B < ∞}, where ‖ψ‖B = ‖ψ‖∞ + |ψ|Lip. We define B0 ⊂ B
to be the set of bounded functions on ∆ whose Lipschitz constant is also bounded, i.e., B0 uses
the same definition as B, but with β = 0. Recall ε∗1 > 0 from Lemma 6.2 and ε∗ > 0 from the
verification of (P2).

Theorem 6.3. ([DT2, Theorem 4.12]) Since the open system (f∆,∆;H∆) is mixing on partition

elements and satisfies properties (P1)-(P4), we conclude that L̊∆ has a spectral gap on B for all

ε < min{ε∗, ε∗1}. Let λε denote the largest eigenvalue of L̊∆ and let g̊∆ denote the corresponding
normalised eigenfunction.

(a) The escape rate with respect to m∆ exists and equals − log λε.

(b) log λε = sup

{
hϑ(f∆) +

∫
∆̊
ϕHε∆ dϑ : ϑ ∈Mf∆

, ϑ(−ϕH∆) <∞
}

, where Mf∆
is the set of f∆-

invariant probability measures on ∆.
(c) The following limit defines a probability measure ν∆, supported on ∩∞n=0∆̊(n),

ν∆(ϕ) = lim
n→∞

λ−nε

∫
∆̊(n)

ψ g̊∆ dm∆ for all ψ ∈ B0.

Moreover, the measure ν∆ is the unique measure in Mf∆
that attains the supremum in (b),

i.e., it is the unique equilibrium state for ϕHε∆ .
(d) There exist constants D > 0 and σ0 < 1 such that for all ψ ∈ B,

‖λ−nε L̊n∆ψ − d(ψ)̊g∆‖B ≤ D‖ψ‖Bσn0 , where d(ψ) = lim
n→∞

λ−nε

∫
∆̊(n)

ψ dm∆ <∞.
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Also, for any ψ ∈ B with d(ψ) > 0,∣∣∣∣∣ L̊n∆ψ
|L̊n∆ψ|L1(m∆)

− g̊∆

∣∣∣∣∣
L1(m∆)

6 D‖ψ‖Bσn0 .

6.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. In this section, we will prove the items of Theorem 3.1 using The-
orem 6.3. The following lemma will allow us to lift Hölder continuous functions on I to Lipschitz
functions on ∆.

Lemma 6.4. Suppose θ/ log σ 6 ς 6 1, where σ > 1 is from (GM2). Let ψ ∈ Cς(I) and define ψ̃

on ∆ by ψ̃ = ψ ◦ π∆. Then |ψ̃|∞ 6 |ψ|∞ and Lip(ψ̃) 6 C|ψ|Cς(I) for some constant C depending
on the minimum length of elements of Q.

Proof. The bound |ψ̃|∞ 6 |ψ|∞ is immediate. To prove the bound on the Lipschitz constant of ψ̃,
suppose x, y ∈ ∆`,j and estimate,

|ψ̃(x)− ψ̃(y)|
dθ(x, y)

=
|ψ(π∆(x))− ψ(π∆(y))|
|π∆(x)− π∆(y)|ς

· |π∆(x)− π∆(y)|ς

|π∆(fRε∆ x)− π∆(fRε∆ y)|ς
·
|π∆(fRε∆ x)− π∆(fRε∆ y)|ς

e−θs(x,y)
.

The first ratio above is bounded by |ψ|Cς(I). The second ratio is bounded due to bounded distortion
and the backward contraction condition (PolShr)β at return times to Y . For the third ratio, we
use (6.2), recalling that the separation time only counts returns to ∆0, and that θ 6 ς log σ. �

In order to project densities from ∆ to I, for ψ ∈ L1(m∆), and x ∈ I, define

P∆ψ(x) =
∑

y∈π−1
∆ x

ψ(y)

Jπ∆(y)
, (6.3)

where Jπ∆ is the Jacobian of π∆ with respect to the measures mϕ and m∆. Note that for y ∈ ∆`,

with y = f `∆(z) for z ∈ ∆0, the conformality of mϕ implies,

1

Jπ∆(y)
=

dm∆(y)

dmϕ(π∆y)
=

dm∆(y)

dmϕ(π∆(f `∆z))
=

dmϕ(π∆z)

dmϕ(f `(π∆z))
= eS`ϕ(π∆z) . (6.4)

Then the proof of Lemma 6.4 implies that 1/Jπ∆ is Lipschitz continuous on each ∆`,j with Lipschitz
constant depending only on the level `.

It follows from the definition of m∆ that P∆ψ ∈ L1(mϕ), and
∫
I P∆ψ dmϕ =

∫
∆ ψ dm∆. Moreover,

L̊nϕHε (P∆ψ) = P∆(L̊n∆ψ) , for each n ∈ N. (6.5)

The final step in translating Theorem 6.3 to Theorem 3.1 is the following.

Lemma 6.5. Cς(I̊) ⊂ P∆B0 for all ς > θ/ log σ.

Proof. Let Q ∈ Q and note that by the leo property there exists N ∈ N such that fN (π(Q)) = I.

This implies that π(Îz,ε0,ε(N)) = I, where Îz,ε0,ε(N) denotes the first N levels of Îz,ε0,ε as in
Section 4.4. This in turn implies that π∆(∪`6N∆`) = I (mod 0 with respect to mϕ).

Next, we select a collection K of ∆`,i, ` 6 N , such that π∆(∪∆`,i∈K∆`,i) = I and π∆(∆`,i) ∩
π∆(∆`′,j) = ∅ except for at most finitely many pairs ∆`,i,∆`′,j ∈ K. Such a collection exists since

fN has at most finitely many intervals of monotonicity, so that when the images of two branches
overlap, we may eliminate all the ∆`,i in one branch from our set K. The only time when we may
be forced to retain two overlapping ∆`,i occurs at the end of one of the branches of monotonicity.
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In this way, we are guaranteed the existence of a set K with the property that only finitely many
elements have projections that overlap.

With the set K established, the rest of the proof follows along the lines of [BDM, Proposition 4.2].
Essentially, it amounts to inverting the projection operator P∆ defined in (6.3).

Let ψ ∈ Cς(I) be given. Define ψ̃ ≡ 0 on ∆ \ ∪∆`,i∈K∆`,i. Next, if ∆`,i ∈ K and π∆(∆`,i)

does not overlap the projection of any other ∆`′,j ∈ K, then for x ∈ ∆`,i, we may define ψ̃(x) =

ψ(π∆x)Jπ∆(x). It follows that P∆ψ̃(x) = ψ(πx) for x ∈ ∆`,i, and by (6.4) and Lemma 6.4, ψ̃ is
Lipschitz with norm depending on the level `.

Finally, for elements of K whose projections overlap, we proceed as follows. Suppose π∆(∆`,i) ∩
π∆(∆`′,j) 6= ∅. Let A = π∆(∆`,i)∪π∆(∆`′,j) and choose a partition of unity {ρ1, ρ2} for the interval
A such that ρ1, ρ2 ∈ Cς(A), and ρ1 = 1 on π∆(∆`,i)\π∆(∆`′,j), while ρ2 = 1 on π∆(∆`′,j)\π∆(∆`,i).

Define ψ̃ for x ∈ ∆`,i by

ψ̃(x) = ψ(π∆x)Jπ∆(x)ρ1(πx) ,

and similarly define ψ̃ on ∆`′,j using ρ2. It is clear that P∆ψ̃(y) = ψ(y) for y ∈ A. This construction
using partitions of unity ρi can be modified to account for finitely may overlaps in π(∆`,i), ∆`,i ∈ K,
while keeping a uniform bound on the Cς -norm of ρi.

In this way, we define ψ̃ on ∆`,i for all ∆`,i ∈ K. Since π∆(∪∆`,i∈K∆`,i) = I, we have P∆ψ̃ = ψ (mod

0). And since K contains only elements on level at most N , by (6.4) and Lemma 6.4, ψ̃ ∈ B0. �

We proceed to prove the items of Theorem 3.1.

Recall that η ∈ (0, 1] is the relevant Hölder exponent for ϕ. For geometric potentials, we take η = 1
due to Lemma 4.6(b). Fix ς ∈ (0, η]. Then we may choose θ 6 ς log σ, so that Lemma 6.5 holds.
Then also θ 6 η log σ as required by (P3). Choosing β such that − log λε < β < α then fixes the
appropriate Banach space B for Theorem 6.3. In what follows, we assume ε < min{ε∗, ε∗1}.

(a) The existence of the escape rate − log λε follows from Theorem 6.3(a) and Lemma 6.1. Define

g̊ε = P∆g̊∆ .

By (6.5), one has g̊ε ∈ L1(mϕ) and for each n,

L̊nϕHε g̊ε = P∆(L̊n∆g̊∆) = P∆(λnε g̊∆) = λnε g̊ε ,

so that g̊εdmϕ defines a conditionally invariant probability measure on I with eigenvalue λε.

(b) We define the required conformal measure mHε , using the by-now standard procedure,

mHε(ψ) := lim
n→∞

λ−nε

∫
I̊n
ψ dmϕ, for ψ ∈ Cς(I). (6.6)

Using Lemma 6.5, we find ψ̃ ∈ B0 such that P∆ψ̃ = ψ. Then by (6.5),∫
I̊n
ψ dmϕ =

∫
I
L̊nϕHεψ dmϕ =

∫
∆
L̊n∆ψ̃ dm∆ =

∫
∆̊(n)

ψ̃ dm∆ ,

so that the limit in (6.6) exists by Theorem 6.3(d), using the spectral gap enjoyed by L̊∆. Indeed,

d(ψ̃) = mHε(ψ). The fact that mHε defined in this way is ϕ-conformal follows from the same

calculation as in the proof of [DT2, Theorem 1.7]. The fact that mHε is supported on I̊∞ follows
from its definition in (6.6).
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(c) Defining νHε := g̊εmHε , we see that

νHε(ψ) = lim
n→∞

λ−nε

∫
I̊n
g̊εψ dmϕ, for ψ ∈ Cς(I), (6.7)

since P∆(̊g∆ψ̃) = g̊εψ, and g̊∆ψ̃ ∈ B by Lemma 6.5. This extends to ψ ∈ C0(I) by approximation:
for each ε > 0, we may choose ψδ ∈ Cς(I) such that |ψ − ψδ|C0(I) 6 ε and |ψδ|Cς(I) 6 δ−ς .
(This can be accomplished, for example, through convolution of ψ with a C∞ mollifier.) Then
νHε(ψδ−ψδ′) 6 2ε for each δ′ < δ, so that (νHε(ψδ))δ>0 forms a Cauchy family as δ → 0. Moreover,

lim
n→∞

λ−nε

∫
I̊n
g̊εψ dmϕ = lim

n→∞
λ−nε

∫
I̊n
g̊ε(ψ − ψδ) dmϕ + νHε(ψδ) = νHε(ψδ) +O(ε),

since λ−nε
∫
I̊n g̊ε dmϕ = 1 for each n ∈ N. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, νHε(ψ) exists and is given by

the limit in (6.7).

Next, again using the commutivity given by (6.5), we see that νHε = (π∆)∗ν∆, where ν∆ is from
Theorem 6.3(c). It follows that

log λε = hν∆(f∆) +

∫
ϕ∆ dν∆ = hνHε (f) +

∫
ϕdνHε , (6.8)

since π∆ : ∆→ I is at most countable-to-one, so that νHε achieves the supremum in the variational

principle among all invariant probability measures on I̊∞ that lift to an invariant probability
measure on ∆, and νHε is unique in this class.

In order to conclude that in fact νHε achieves the supremum over all invariant probability measures

ν with ν(−φHε) <∞, i.e., that are supported on I̊∞, we note the following inequality, taking our
notation from Theorem 4.10,

P (φ)−
∫
φdν =

∫
(P (φ)− φ) dν > ᾱ = α+ ξ > α, (6.9)

for any such measure ν, which follows from the proof of Theorem 4.10 for all classes of our admissible
potentials. Note also that

∫
φHε dν =

∫
φdν whenever ν(−φHε) <∞.

By choice of L in Section 4.5, any ergodic invariant measure ν with entropy hν(f) > (log λε∗+α)/2
lifts to our inducing scheme. For an f -invariant measure ν with ν(−φHε) <∞, define the pressure
of ν to be Pν(φHε) = hν(f) +

∫
φdν. Now if Pν(φHε) > PνHε (φ

Hε), then,

hν(f) +

∫
φdν − P (φ) > hνHε (f) +

∫
φdνHε − P (φ) = log λε,

by (6.8) so that hν(f) > log λε +α > log λε∗ +α, using (6.9), and so ν lifts to our inducing scheme
by our choice of L. Thus Pν(φHε) 6 PνHε (φ

Hε), and νHε achieves the supremum among all invariant

measures ν satisfying ν(−φHε) <∞ (so in fact ν = νHε). Thus, νHε is the unique equilibrium state
for φHε , proving item (c) of the theorem.

(d) The characterisation of the limit proving item (d) now follows from Theorem 6.3(d), again using

Lemma 6.5 to lift any ψ ∈ Cς(I̊) to a function ψ̃ ∈ B0, and then evolving that function according

to (6.5). The convergence extends to any ψ ∈ Cς(I) since in one iterate, L̊ϕHεψ is supported on I̊

so the values of ψ on Hε = I \ I̊ are irrelevant to the value of the limit.

To justify Remark 3.2, note that the convergence in (d) holds for any ψ ∈ P∆B0 with νHε(ψ) > 0

due to (6.5). In particular, since the invariant density gϕ =
dµϕ
dmϕ

satisfies gϕ = P∆g∆ for some

g∆ ∈ B0, for any ψ ∈ Cς(I), we may define ψ̃ = ψ ◦ π∆, and then conclude that ψ̃g∆ ∈ B0 by

Lemma 6.4. Thus ψgϕ ∈ P∆B0, and so L̊n
ϕHε

(ψgϕ)/|L̊n
ϕHε

(ψgϕ)|L1(mϕ) converges to g̊ε as n→∞.
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7. Zero-hole limit

In this section, we will focus on the limit limε→0− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

, the content of Theorems 3.5 and 3.7. We

assume throughout that ε ∈ (0, ε2), so that the conclusions of Corollary 5.5 hold. Indeed, we will

use the spectral gap for L̊ε to construct a canonical invariant measure ν̂ε for F̊ε, supported on the
survivor set, Y̊∞ε = ∩∞n=0F̊

−n
ε (Y ).

For ψ ∈ Cη(Q), define

ν̂ε(ψ) := lim
n→∞

Λ−nε

∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

ψ G̊ε dm̂ . (7.1)

The limit exists since

Λ−nε

∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

ψ G̊ε dm̂ =

∫
Y

Λ−nε L̊nε (ψ G̊ε) dm̂ −−−→
n→∞

e̊ε(ψ G̊ε),

where e̊ε is from Corollary 5.5. Since |ν̂ε(ψ)| 6 ν̂ε(1)|ψ|∞, ν̂ε extends to a bounded linear functional
on C0(Q), i.e., ν̂ε is a Borel measure. Moreover, ν̂ε(1) = 1, so νε is a probability measure, clearly

supported on Y̊∞ε .

Let Φ̊ε denote the punctured version of the induced potential Φε, i.e., Φ̊ε = Φε on Y \ Ĥ ′ε, and

Φ̊ε = −∞ on Ĥ ′ε. Recall P (Φε) = 0 by Remark 4.7. According to [DT2, Section 6.4.1], ν̂ε is an

equilibrium state for the potential Φ̊ε − log Λε; on the other hand, by [BDM, Lemma 5.3], ν̂ε is a

Gibbs measure for the potential Φ̊ε−Rε log λε, with pressure Pν̂ε(Φ̊ε−Rε log Λε) = 0. We conclude,

log Λε =

(∫
Rε dν̂ε

)
log λε. (7.2)

Recalling µ̂Y,ε = Gεm̂ is the invariant probability measure for Fz,ε0,ε, supported on Y , Kac’s Lemma

in (4.4) implies µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε) =

µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ
′
ε)∫

Rε dµ̂Y,ε
. So putting these together yields

log λε

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
=

log λε

µ̂ε(Ĥ ′ε)
· µ̂ε(Ĥ

′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
=

log Λε

µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ ′ε)
·
∫
Rε dµ̂Y,ε∫
Rε dν̂ε

· µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
. (7.3)

Therefore to prove Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 we must show that as ε→ 0,

− log Λε

µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ ′ε)
→ 1,

∫
Rε dµ̂Y,ε∫
Rε dν̂ε

→ 1, and
µ̂ε(Ĥ

′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
→ 1− e−Spϕ(z) (7.4)

(we take e−Spϕ(z) = 0 when z is aperiodic). These are Theorem 7.2, Proposition 7.3 and then
Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 in the Hölder case and Lemmas 7.10 and Lemma 7.11 in the geometric case.

7.1. An asymptotic for Λε. In this subsection, we obtain a precise asymptotic for Λε in terms
of the quantity µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ

′
ε), proving the first limit in (7.4).

We remark that we are not able to apply the results of [KL2] in our setting since it does not fit into
the assumptions of that paper. In [KL2], it is assumed that there is a sequence of operators Pε,
with a decomposition similar to that given by Corollary 5.5 and having largest eigenvalue ρε. These
operators approach a fixed operator P0 with eigenvalue 1 and the derivative of log ρε is expressed
in terms of the size of the perturbation P0 − Pε.
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In our setting, the only candidate for P0 is our transfer operator L0 = Lz,ε0 , the transfer operator
corresponding to Fz,ε0 , which does not depend on ε. However, the relation between δ and ε given
by Lemma 5.2 is not explicit, so that a good asymptotic expression for Λε is not available starting
from L0 (indeed, the relation between ε and δ depends in part on the rate of approach of the orbit of

z to itself, which is not guaranteed to be proportional to the measure of Ĥ ′ε). Instead, as suggested

by Lemma 5.4, the difference between Lε and L̊ε has the correct order for the asymptotic we want.
In order to exploit this, we consider then two sequences of operators, (Lε)ε>0 and (L̊ε)ε>0, and use
their uniform spectral properties to prove the required asymptotic for the maximal eigenvalues Λε
of the latter sequence in terms of the maximal eigenfunctions of the former sequence.

We begin by establishing the following improved regularity for the functions Gε and G̊ε.

Lemma 7.1. For all ε ∈ (0, ε2), where ε2 > 0 is from Corollary 5.5,

Hη(logGε) 6 Cd, and Hη(log G̊ε) 6 Cd. (7.5)

As a consequence, there exists c0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε2),

c0 6 inf
Y
G̊ε 6 ‖G̊ε‖Cη 6 c−1

0 , (7.6)

and similar bounds hold for Gε.

Proof. Suppose ψ ∈ Cη satisfies Hη(logψ) 6 K. Then ψ(x)/ψ(y) 6 eKd(x,y)η , for any x, y belonging
to the same element of Q.

We follow the notation in the proof of Proposition 5.1. Let x, y ∈ Q ∈ Q. For n > 0 and u ∈ F̊−nε (x),

let Y
(n)
i (u) denote the n-cylinder containing u. For each u, there is a unique v ∈ F̊−nε (y)∩Y (n)

i (u).

Using the log-Hölder regularity of ψ as well as the bounded distortion property (GM3), we estimate,

L̊nεψ(x) =
∑

u∈F̊−nε (x)

ψ(u)eSnΦε(u) 6
∑

u∈F̊−nε (x)

ψ(v)eKd(u,v)ηeSnΦε(v)(1 + Cdd(x, y)η)

6 L̊nεψ(y)eKC
−η
e σ−nηd(x,y)η(1 + Cdd(x, y)η),

where for the last inequality, we have used property (GM2). Now taking logs, and using the
inequality log(1 + t) 6 t for all t > 0, we have

Hη(log L̊nεψ) 6 KC−ηe σ−nηHη(logψ) + Cd, for all n > 1. (7.7)

This implies that for n large enough, L̊nε preserves the set of functions {ψ ∈ Cη(Q) : Hη(logψ) 6
1 + Cd}. Thus G̊ε must belong to this set. Since L̊εG̊ε = ΛεG̊ε, substituting G̊ε into (7.7) and

taking n→∞ implies that Hη(log G̊ε) 6 Cd, proving (7.5).

By a nearly identical argument, (7.7) applies to Lε as well, and so its fixed point Gε satisfies (7.5).

Finally, we show how (7.5) implies (7.6). The uniform upper bounds on |G̊ε|Cη and |Gε|Cη follow
immediately from Proposition 5.1; we can set c−1

1 = C from that proposition, so we focus on the
lower bounds.

Since
∫
G̊ε dm̂ = 1, there exists Q0 ∈ Q such that supx∈Q0

G̊ε(x) > 1. By (7.5), infx∈Q0 G̊ε(x) >
e−Cd . Now by the mixing property of Fε together with Lemma 4.12, there exists n0 ∈ N, indepen-
dent of ε ∈ (0, ε1), such that f̂n0

ε (Q0) ⊃ Y . Thus for any y ∈ Y , there exists n(y) 6 n0 such that
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Rn(y)(y) = n0. Then,

G̊ε(y) = Λ−n(y)
ε L̊n(y)

ε G̊ε(y) > Λ−n(y)
ε e−Cd inf

x∈Q0∩f̂
−n0
ε (Y )

eSn0ϕ(x) =: c2.

Let c0 := min{c1, c2}. Note that by our assumptions on f , we have inf
x∈Q0∩f̂

−n0
ε (Y )

eSn0ϕ(x) > 0

even when ϕ is of the form −t log |Df | − P (−t log |Df |) because the orbit x, f(x), . . . , fn0−1(x)

avoids a neighbourhood of Crit for any x ∈ Q0 ∩ f̂−n0
ε (Y ) since n0 is a return time to Y on this

set. Thus c0 is strictly positive and is also independent of ε by Lemma 4.12. This proves (7.6) for

G̊ε and an identical argument can be used for Gε. �

Theorem 7.2.

lim
ε→0

1− Λε

µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ ′ε)
= 1.

Proof. We assume ε ∈ (0, ε2) since we are interested in the limit ε→ 0. Iterating (5.10) for n > 1,

L̊nεGε = Λnε e̊ε(Gε) G̊ε + R̊nεGε =⇒ G̊ε =
1

e̊ε(Gε)

(
Λ−nε L̊nεGε − Λ−nε R̊nεGε

)
.

Using this identity and (5.9), we estimate

1− Λε =

∫
G̊ε dm̂−

∫
L̊εG̊ε dm̂ =

∫
(Lε − L̊ε)G̊ε dm̂ =

∫
Ĥ′ε

G̊ε dm̂

=
1

e̊ε(Gε)

∫
Ĥ′ε

(
Λ−nε L̊nεGε − Λ−nε R̊nεGε

)
dm̂

=
1

e̊ε(Gε)

(∫
Ĥ′ε

Gε dm̂−
∫
Ĥ′ε

(1− Λ−nε L̊nε )Gε dm̂−
∫
Ĥ′ε

Λ−nε R̊nεGε dm̂

)
.

(7.8)

Using Corollary 5.5, we estimate the third term on the right side of (7.8) by

‖Λ−nε R̊nεGε‖Cη 6 e−2βn/3Λ−nε ‖Gε‖Cη 6 e−βn/3‖Gε‖Cη .

Due to (7.6), ‖Gε‖Cη 6 c−1
0 and Gε > c0 uniformly in ε. Thus∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ĥ′ε

Λ−nε RnεGε dm̂

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∫
Ĥ′ε

Gε dm̂ · O(e−βn/3). (7.9)

Next, the second term on the right hand side of (7.8) can be rewritten as,∫
Ĥ′ε

(1− Λ−nε L̊nε )Gε dm̂ = (1− Λ−nε )

∫
Ĥ′ε

Gε dm̂+ Λ−nε

∫
Ĥ′ε

(Ln0 − L̊nε )Gε dm̂,

recalling that L0 is the transfer operator corresponding to Fz,ε0 which also has m̂ as a conformal

measure. Now the maps Fz,ε0 and F̊z,ε0,ε differ on the 1-cylinders contained in Bε ∪ Ĥ ′ε, where Bε
is defined in the proof of Lemma 5.2. Thus Fnz,ε0 and F̊nz,ε0,ε differ on the n-cylinders contained in

B′ε,n :=
(
∪n−1
i=0 F

−i
z,ε0(Bε ∪ Ĥ ′ε)

)⋃ (
∪n−1
i=0 F

−i
z,ε0,ε(Bε ∪ Ĥ

′
ε)
)
. Now following (5.7) and (5.8), we have

|(Ln0 − L̊nε )Gε|∞ 6
1 + Cd
q

2 m̂(B′ε,n)|Gε|∞.
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Then the second term on the right side of (7.8) can be bounded by∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Ĥ′ε

(1− Λ−nε L̊nε )Gε dm̂

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∫
Ĥ′ε

Gε dm̂ · O
(
(1− Λ−nε ) + Λ−nε m̂(B′ε,n)

)
, (7.10)

using (7.6) again to estimate,
∫
Ĥ′ε
|Gε|∞ dm̂ 6 c−2

0

∫
Ĥ′ε
Gε dm̂.

Putting (7.9) and (7.10) together with (7.8) and dividing through by
∫
Ĥ′ε
Gε dm̂ = µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ

′
ε) yields,

1− Λε

µ̂Y,ε(Ĥ ′ε)
=

1

e̊ε(Gε)

(
1 +O

(
(1− Λ−nε ) + Λ−nε m̂(B′ε,n) + e−βn/3

))
.

The quantity e̊ε(Gε) can be made arbitrarily close to e0(Gε) = 1 by Corollary 5.5.

Now fix δ > 0 and first choose n sufficiently large that e−βn/3 < δ. Next choose ε sufficiently
small so that |̊eε(Gε) − 1| < δ, |1 − Λ−nε | < δ and Λ−nε 6 2 by Corollary 5.5, and m̂(B′n,ε) < δ by
Corollary 4.13. Then the error term is O(δ), and since δ was arbitrary, the theorem follows. �

7.2. Convergence of the integral of the return time. In this subsection, we prove the conver-
gence of the second limit in (7.4), regarding the integral of the return time. As before, we assume
ε ∈ (0, ε2), so that the conclusions of Corollary 5.5 hold.

Recall the invariant measure ν̂ε from (7.1) supported on Y̊∞, and that µ̂Y,ε = Gεm̂ is the invariant
measure for Fε given by Corollary 5.3. The main result of this section is the following.

Proposition 7.3. Let Rε = Rz,ε0,ε. Then,

lim
ε→0

∫
Rε dµ̂Y,ε∫
Rε dν̂ε

= 1 .

Proof. First we show that for ψ ∈ Cη(Q), |ν̂ε(ψ)− µ̂Y,0(ψ)| → 0 as ε→ 0. Let Π̊ε be the projector

defined by G̊ε ⊗ e̊ε, i.e.

Π̊ε(ψ) = e̊ε(ψ) G̊ε, for all ψ ∈ Cη(Q),

and similarly for Π0. Recall that we have normalised the eigenvectors so that m̂(G̊ε) = m̂(G0) = 1.

Notice that since L∗0m̂ = m̂, e0(ψ) is simply m̂(ψ). Thus µ̂Y,0(ψ) = e0(ψG0). Now,

|ν̂ε(ψ)− µ̂Y,0(ψ)| 6 |̊eε(ψG̊ε)− e0(ψG̊ε)|+ |e0(ψG̊ε)− e0(ψg0)|

6

∣∣∣∣∫
Y

Π̊ε(ψG̊ε)−Π0(ψG̊ε) dm̂

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫
Y
ψ(G̊ε −G0) dm̂

∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Π̊ε −Π0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ‖ψG̊ε‖Cη(Q) + |ψ|∞|G̊ε −G0|L1(m̂),

and both terms go to zero as ε→ 0 by Corollary 5.5 (which in turn uses [KL1]).

It also follows from Corollary 5.3, that µ̂Y,ε(ψ)→ µ̂Y,0(ψ) as ε→ 0. Thus by the triangle inequality,
|ν̂ε(ψ)− µ̂Y,ε(ψ)| → 0 as ε→ 0, for all ψ ∈ Cη(Q).

This does not immediately imply the proposition since Rε /∈ Cη(Q). However, we claim that

L̊ε(Rε) ∈ Cη(Q). First, L̊ε(Rε) is bounded for all x ∈ Y by

L̊εRε(x) =
∑

u∈F̊−1
ε (x)

Rε(u)eΦε(u) 6
1 + Cd
q

∑
u∈F̊−1

ε (x)

Rε(u)m̂(Yi(u)), (7.11)
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by (5.1), where Yi(u) is the 1-cylinder containing u. The last sum is simply bounded by m̂(Rε) =

m̂ε(Îε), since Fε is a first return map to Y in the Hofbauer extension. This is uniformly bounded
in ε by Theorem 4.10. Next, since Rε is constant on 1-cylinders, Yi ∈ Yε, using (GM3) the Hölder

constant of L̊ε(Rε) is bounded by,

L̊εRε(x)− L̊εRε(y) =
∑

u∈F̊−1
ε (x)

Rε(u)(eΦε(u) − eΦε(v)) 6 Cdd(x, y)η
∑

u∈F̊−1
ε (x)

Rε(u)eΦε(u),

for all x, y ∈ Q ∈ Q, where each v ∈ F̊−1
ε (y) is paired with u ∈ F̊−1

ε (x) lying in the same 1-cylinder.
The sum is again uniformly bounded in ε as in (7.11), proving the claim.

It follows that, L̊ε(RεG̊ε) ∈ Cη(Q) and by Lemma 7.1, also L̊ε(RεG̊ε)
G̊ε

∈ Cη(Q). Now by (7.1),

lim
n→∞

Λ−nε

∫
Y̊ nε

Rε G̊ε dm̂ = lim
n→∞

Λ−nε

∫
Y̊ n−1
ε

L̊ε(RεG̊ε)
G̊ε

G̊ε dm̂ −−−→
n→∞

ν̂ε

(
L̊ε(RεG̊ε)

ΛεG̊ε

)
.

Thus ν̂ε(Rε) exists and is defined by (7.1).

For N ∈ N, define the truncation R
(N)
ε = min{Rε, N}. For R0 = Rz,ε0 , define R

(N)
0 similarly. By

the above arguments, it follows that L̊ε(R(N)
ε G̊ε) ∈ Cη(Q) and that ν̂ε(R

(N)
ε ) exists and is defined

by (7.1). Similarly for the complementary function, L̊ε(1Rε>N · Rε) ∈ Cη(Q), and ν̂ε(1Rε>N · Rε)
exists and is defined by (7.1).

Next, we claim that Rε is uniformly integrable with respect to ν̂ε; in particular, ν̂ε(1Rε>N ·Rε)→ 0
as N →∞ uniformly in ε. To see this, note that by (7.1),

ν̂ε(1Rε>N ·Rε) = lim
n→∞

Λ−nε

∫
Y
L̊nε (1Rε>N ·Rε G̊ε) dm̂ 6 lim

n→∞

∣∣∣Λ−nε L̊n−1
ε (L̊ε(1Rε>N ·Rε G̊ε))

∣∣∣
∞

6 C|L̊ε(1Rε>N ·Rε G̊ε)|∞ ,

where we have used (5.6) for the last inequality, together with the fact that Λ−nε m̂(Y̊ n−1
ε ) is bounded

uniformly in ε and n by Corollary 5.3. Then estimating as in (7.11),∣∣∣L̊ε(1Rε>N ·Rε G̊ε)(x)
∣∣∣ 6 C ∑

u∈F̊−1
ε (x)

Rε(u)>N

Rε(u)m̂(Yi(u)) 6 C
∑
k>N

k m̂(Rε = k) 6 C ′e−αN ,

by Theorem 4.10, and the claim is proved.

It follows from the proof of Corollary 4.13, that for each N > 0, there exists εN > 0 such that for
ε 6 εN , all one cylinders Yi for Fε with Rε(Yi) 6 N , are also one cylinders for F0 with the same

return time. This implies that R
(N)
ε = R

(N)
0 for ε 6 εN .

Let δ > 0 be arbitrary. Choose N such that ν̂ε(Rε > N) < δ, µ̂Y,ε(Rε > N) < δ, and µ̂Y,0(R0 >
N) < δ, for all ε < ε1, which is possible by the claim and Theorem 4.10. Then for ε 6 εN , we have

ν̂ε(Rε) = ν̂ε

(
R

(N)
0

)
+O(δ) −−−→

ε→0
µ̂Y,0

(
R

(N)
0

)
+O(δ) = µ̂Y,0(R0) +O(δ).

Similarly,

µ̂Y,ε(Rε) = µ̂Y,ε

(
R

(N)
0

)
+O(δ) −−−→

ε→0
µ̂Y,0

(
R

(N)
0

)
+O(δ) = µ̂Y,0(R0) +O(δ).

Since δ was arbitrary, this proves the proposition. �
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7.3. Final step of the proof of Theorem 3.5: the Hölder continuous case. In the next
two sections, we prove the third limit in (7.4) in both the periodic and nonperiodic cases. In the
present section we address the case when ϕ is Hölder continuous, and in Section 7.4 we will address
the case when ϕ is a geometric potential. As a prelimary result, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 7.4. For f ∈ F and a Hölder potential ϕ, we have infx∈I
dµϕ
dmϕ

(x) > 0, where µϕ and mϕ

are the relevant invariant and conformal measures.

Proof. For simplicity we write g(x) =
dµϕ
dmϕ

(x) and note that mϕ is a ϕ-conformal measure so

Lϕg = g, where Lϕ is the transfer operator associated to ϕ and f (not the induced dynamics),
defined in Section 2.3. Since π∗µ̂ε = µϕ (we take any ε ∈ (0, ε2)), Lemma 7.1 implies that there is
an open set U such that infx∈U g(x) > 0. By leo, there is some n ∈ N such that fn(U) = I. Hence
for any x ∈ I we can estimate

g(x) = Lnϕg(x) =
∑

y∈f−n(x)

g(y)eSnϕ(y) >
∑

y∈{f−n(x)}∩U

g(y)eSnϕ(y), (7.12)

So we conclude by noting that inf Snϕ > −∞. �

We first address the case in which z is aperiodic.

Lemma 7.5. Let z be an aperiodic point for f and suppose ϕ is Hölder continuous. Then,

lim
ε→0

µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
= 1.

Proof. Recall from (4.4) and (4.5) that µ̂Y,ε and µ̂ε are related by the following: µ̂Y,ε = µ̂ε|Y
µ̂ε(Y ) , and

µ̂ε(A) =
∑
i

Ri−1∑
j=0

µ̂ε(Yi ∩ f̂−jA), for any Borel A ⊂ Î . (7.13)

We will apply the above expression to A = Ĥε. Note that due to our construction of Îz,ε0,ε, for

each j if f̂ j(Yi)∩ Ĥε 6= ∅, then f̂ j(Yi) ⊂ Ĥε. Thus each term in the above sum is either 0 or µ̂ε(Yi).
Define for k > 1,

Ĥ ′ε(k) =
{
Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε : Yi enters Ĥε exactly k times before time Ri

}
. (7.14)

Now using (7.13) and our observation about Yi,

µ̂ε(Ĥε) =
∑
k>1

∑
Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k)

kµ̂ε(Yi) = µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε) +

∑
k>2

∑
Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k)

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi). (7.15)

We proceed to estimate the double sum over k and Yi.

By (7.13), since Fε is the first return map to Y in Î, the invariant density Gε from Corollary 5.3
is also the density for µ̂ε on Y , up to a normalising constant. Applying the uniform bounds on Gε
from Lemma 7.1, we replace µ̂ε(Yi) with m̂(Yi) in (7.15), up to a uniform constant. For Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε(k),

let Ti denote the time of the kth entry of Yi to Ĥε under iteration of f̂ . By the conformality of
m̂ = m̂ϕ̂,

m̂ε(Yi) 6 Ce
STi ϕ̂(yi)m̂ε(f̂

T iYi) 6 Ce
−ᾱTim̂ε(f̂

TiYi), (7.16)

for any yi ∈ Yi, where ᾱ > 0 is from the proof of Theorem 4.10.
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Fixing Yi ∈ Ĥ ′ε(k), we wish to estimate #{Yj ∈ Ĥ ′ε(k) : Tj = Ti and f̂TiYi ∩ f̂TjYj 6= ∅}. Due to

our construction of the Hofbauer extension, such a Yj is contained in a set Zj ∈ P̂Tj+L, such that

fTj maps Zj injectively into a connected component of Ĥε. Zj can be associated with a word of

length Tj + L, the first symbol of which lies in Y , while the remaining lie in Îz,ε0,ε \ Y . We divide

this word into blocks of length L, and note there are bTjL c of them. They are all external blocks

according to the terminology of [DoT]. According to [DoT, Lemma 4.6], there are at most 16d2L3

external blocks of length L. In addition, since fTjZj ⊂ Ĥε, we may choose ε sufficiently small that

any remaining symbols between bTjL cL and Tj also belong to an external block of length L. Finally,

there are at most (2dL)2 choices for the first symbol of Zj since this is an upper bound on the

number of elements in Î ′z,ε0,ε(L). Putting these estimates together, we conclude that

#{Yj ∈ Ĥ ′ε(k) : Tj = Ti and f̂TiYi ∩ f̂TjYj 6= ∅} 6 (2dL)2(16d2L3)
Tj
L

+1 6 CeξTj , (7.17)

where ξ < ᾱ (by choice of L) is the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.10.

Next, due to the aperiodicity of z and the continuity of f , for each ε > 0 there exists N = N(ε) ∈ N,

such that f̂ jĤε ∩ Ĥε = ∅ for all j < N , and N(ε)→∞ as ε→ 0. This implies in particular that if

Yi ∈ Ĥ ′ε(k), then Ti > (k − 1)N .

We organise our estimate for Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε(k) by considering Ĥ ′ε(k) = ∪t>(k−1)N{Yi ∈ Ĥ ′ε(k) : Ti = t}.
Then using (7.16) and (7.17),∑

Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k)
Ti=t

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi) ≤
∑

Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k)
Ti=t

C(k − 1)e−ᾱtm̂ε(f̂
t(Yi)) ≤ C(k − 1)e−(ᾱ−ξ)t(t+ L)3mϕ(Hε),

where for the last inequality, we have used the fact that f̂ t(Yi) lies in a component of Ĥε in level at
most t+ L in the Hofbauer extension. Since there are at most d`2 connected components on level
` according to the proof of [DoT, Lemma 4.6], we obtain that projecting Ĥε|level ` down to Hε, we

have m̂ε(Ĥε|level `) 6 d`2mϕ(Hε) and summing over ` 6 (t+ L) yields the required bound.

Using this estimate in the double sum in (7.15), we obtain,∑
k>2

∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(k)

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi) 6
∑
k>2

∑
t>N(k−1)

∑
Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k)
Ti=t

Ce−ᾱt(k − 1)m̂ε(f̂
tYi)

6
∑
k>2

∑
t>N(k−1)

Ce−(ᾱ−ξ)t(k − 1)(t+ L)3mϕ(Hε)

6 C ′mϕ(Hε)
∑
k>2

e−αN(k−1)(k − 1) 6 C ′′µϕ(Hε)e
−αN ,

(7.18)

where in the last step we have used Lemma 7.4. Combining this estimate with (7.15) and dividing

through by µ̂ε(Ĥε) (using that µ̂ε(Ĥε) = µϕ(Hε)) yields,

µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
= 1−O

(
e−αN

)
.

Since N(ε)→∞ as ε→ 0, this completes the proof of the lemma. �

Our next lemma addresses the case in which z is periodic with prime period p.

Lemma 7.6. Suppose z is a periodic point for f of prime period p, and that ϕ is Hölder continuous.
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a) If {fn(c) : c ∈ Crit, n > 1} ∩ {z} = ∅, then lim
ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1− eSpϕ(z).

b) Suppose {fn(c) : c ∈ Crit, n > 1} ∩ {z} 6= ∅. If in addition, either fp is orientation

preserving in a neighbourhood of z, or limε→0
mϕ(z+ε,z)
mϕ(z,z−ε) = 1, then lim

ε→0

− log λε
µϕ(Hε)

= 1−eSpϕ(z).

Proof. Fix N0 arbirarily large. Due to (4.7), we may choose ε′ > 0 sufficiently small so that for all
ε < ε′, the following properties hold.

(i) If y ∈ Hε(z), then for all j = 1, . . . , pN0, f j(y) ∈ Hε(z) only if j = kp for some k = 1, . . . N0.
(ii) If y ∈ Hε(z) and there exists k1 6 N0 such that fk1p(y) ∈ Hε, then fkp(y) ∈ Hε(z) for all

k = 1, . . . , k1.
(iii) Each 1-cylinder Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε whose first entry time ` to Ĥε is less than N0 is contained in an

interval Zj ⊂ Q ∈ Q such that f̂ `(Zj) maps injectively onto a connected component of Ĥε,

which we will denote by Ĥε(Zj).

(iv) f̂pN0 is injective and continuous on each connected component of Ĥε ∩ f̂−pN0(Ĥε) that

occurs below level N0 in Îz,ε0,ε.

Properties (i) and (ii) follow from the periodicity of z and the uniform continuity of fn for each
orbit segment of length n 6 pN0. To deduce Property (iii), since fk(z ± ε0) = z is not allowed by
choice of ε0 in (4.7), it suffices to choose

ε′ 6 1
2 min{d(z, fk(w)) : w ∈ Critz,ε0 , f

k(w) 6= z, k 6 N0} .

With this choice of ε′, no boundary points of Îz,ε0,ε for ε < ε′ may fall in the interior of a connected

component of Ĥε with a first entry time less than N0. Finally, Property (iv) holds since the orbit
of z must be disjoint from Crit; otherwise f would have an attracting periodic orbit, which is
forbidden in our class of maps F . Thus we may choose

ε′ 6 |DfpN0 |−1
∞ min{d(fk(z),Crit) : k = 0, . . . , p− 1} ,

in order to guarantee (iv).

Starting from (7.13), we group the 1-cylinders Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε as follows. Let `i ∈ N denote the greatest

` 6 N0 such that f̂ `p(Yi) ⊂ Ĥε. By (i) and (ii) above, if j 6 pN0, then f̂ j(Yi) ⊂ Ĥε if and only if

j = `p for some ` 6 `i. Recalling (7.14), we let Ĥ ′ε(k,N0) denote the set of Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε(k) such that

the first entry of Yi to Ĥε occurs before time N0, while Ĥ ′ε(k,∼) = Ĥ ′ε(k) \ Ĥ ′ε(k,N0). Moreover,

Ĥ ′ε(∗, N0) := ∪k>1Ĥ
′
ε(k,N0). Then,

µ̂ε(Ĥε) =

N0∑
`=1

∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(∗,N0)

`i=`

`µ̂ε(Yi) +
∑
k>N0

∑
Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k,N0)

(k − `i)µ̂ε(Yi) +
∑
k>1

∑
Yi∈Ĥ′ε(k,∼)

kµ̂ε(Yi) . (7.19)

Since the entry times to Ĥε are greater than N0 for each of the sets counted in the second and
third sums above, we may use (7.16) and (7.18) to estimate that these two sums are of order

O(e−αN0 µ̂ε(Ĥε)). It remains to estimate the first sum above. We rewrite (7.19) as,

µ̂ε(Ĥε) =

N0∑
`=1

∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(∗,N0)

`i>`

µ̂ε(Yi) +O
(
e−αN0 µ̂ε(Ĥε)

)
. (7.20)
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For ` = 1, we have simply, ∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(∗,N0)

`i>1

µ̂ε(Yi) = µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε) +O

(
e−αN0 µ̂ε(Ĥε)

)
,

since any Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε not counted in the sum for ` = 1 has first entry time to Ĥε greater than N0.

To estimate the contribution for the terms corresponding to ` = 2, we use property (iii) above. If

Yi ⊂ Ĥε(∗, N0) with `i > 2, then Yi is contained in an interval Zj such that f̂k(Zj) maps injectively

onto a connected component of Ĥε (for the first time) at some time k = k(Zj) 6 N0. Let us denote

this component of Ĥε by Ĥε(Zj). Let Aj denote those indices i for which Yi ⊂ Zj . Then,∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(∗,N0)

`i>2

µ̂ε(Yi) =
∑
Zj

µ̂ε(Zj)
∑
i∈Aj

µ̂ε(Yi)

µ̂ε(Zj)
.

Notice that since ` = 2, for each i ∈ Aj , f̂k(Zj)(Yi) ⊂ Ĥε(Zj) ∩ f̂−p(Ĥε). Recalling Lemma 7.1 and

the conformality of m̂ε (recall that m̂ = m̂ε depends on ε on Îz,ε0,ε \ Y ), we estimate,5

∑
i∈Aj

µ̂ε(Yi)

µ̂ε(Zj)
=
∑
i∈Aj

e±2Cddiam(Zj)
η

∫
f̂k(Yi)

eSkϕ̂◦f̂
−k
j dm̂ε∫

f̂k(Zj)
eSkϕ̂◦f̂

−k
j dm̂ε

= e±2Cddiam(Zj)
η
Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj))

±2
m̂ε

(
Ĥε(Zj) ∩ f̂−p(Ĥε)

)
m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj))

(7.21)

where f̂−kj is the inverse branch of f̂k|Zj and

Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj)) = sup
x,y∈Zj

eSkϕ̂(x)−Skϕ̂(y) .

Recall that since we cut at f−1(z) and f−1(z ± ε), during our construction of Îz,ε0,ε, Ĥε(Zj) must

satisfy either π(Ĥε(Zj)) = (z, z + ε) or π(Ĥε(Zj)) = (z − ε, z). Let us denote these intervals

above half the hole by Ĥε(Zj)
+ or Ĥε(Zj)

−, accordingly. Since f̂p is continuous and injective

on Ĥε(Zj) by (iv), f̂p(Ĥε(Zj) ∩ f̂−p(Ĥε)) contains a full interval in the fibre above half the hole

(possibly different from Ĥε(Zj)), which we can also denote by + or − as appropriate. Note that
the conformal measure of all the lifts of the right half hole (z, z + ε) have the same measure, and
so do all the lifts of the left half hole.

We proceed to prove item (b) of the lemma first. If fp is orientation preserving at z, then using
conformality and bounded distortion, we have on either half of the hole,

m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj)
± ∩ f̂−p(Ĥε)) = Pε(Spϕ(Hε(z)))

±1eSpϕ(z)m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj)
±) , (7.22)

where we have used the fact that Spϕ̂(z) = Spϕ(z). On the other hand, if fp is orientation reversing
at z, then we are left with, for example, the right half hole mapping onto the left half,

m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj)
+ ∩ f̂−p(Ĥε)) = Pε(Spϕ(Hε(z)))

±1eSpϕ(z)m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj)
−) ,

and so to conclude the desired cancellation in (7.21), we use the assumption limε→0
mϕ(z,z+ε)
mϕ(z−ε,z) = 1.

5We use the notation a = C±1b to mean C−1b 6 a 6 Cb for some constant C > 1.
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Thus under either alternative in item (b), we combine the estimates in (7.21) to write,∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(∗,N0)

`i>2

µ̂ε(Yi) =
∑
Zj

µ̂ε(Zj)e
±2Cddiam(Zj)

η
Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj))

±2Pε(Spϕ(Hε(z)))
±1eSpϕ(z)

= e±2Cd maxj diam(Zj)
η
Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj))

±2Pε(Spϕ(Hε(z)))
±1eSpϕ(z)µ̂ε(H

′
ε) +O

(
e−αN0 µ̂ε(Ĥε)

)
.

Analogous estimates follow for each ` > 3. Then using that eS`pϕ(z) = e`Sp(z), we estimate (7.20)

µ̂ε(Ĥε) =

N0∑
`=1

e±2Cd maxj diam(Zj)
η
Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj))

±2Pε(S`pϕ(Hε(z)))
±1e`Spϕ(z)µ̂ε(H

′
ε)

+O
(
N0e

−αN0 µ̂ε(Ĥε)
)
.

(7.23)

Since N0 is fixed, Zj ⊂ Y and the first entry of Zj to Ĥε occurs before time N0, we have
maxj diam(Zj) → 0 as ε → 0. In addition, both Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj)) and Pε(S`pϕ(Hε(z))) approach 1
as ε→ 0 since the lengths of the orbit segments are uniformly bounded by pN0 and ϕ̂ is continuous
along each orbit segment. Dividing by µ̂ε(Hε) and taking the limit ε→ 0 yields for each N0 > 0,

1 =

N0∑
`=1

e`Spϕ(z) lim
ε→0

µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
+O

(
N0e

−αN0
)
. (7.24)

Finally, taking N0 →∞ proves item (b) of the lemma.

The proof of item (a) proceeds similarly starting from (7.21). Now, however, since z is disjoint
from the post-critical orbit, we may choose ε > 0 sufficiently small that fn(c) /∈ Hε for all n 6 pN0

and c ∈ Crit. Then the interval Zj from (iii) can be chosen so that π(f̂k(Zj)(Zj)) = (z − ε, z + ε),

i.e. f̂k(Zj)(Zj) covers a level of the fibre above the full hole. Thus we may combine the left and
right halves of the hole to obtain the analogue of (7.22) in this case,

m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj) ∩ f̂−p(Ĥε)) = Pε(Spϕ(Hε(z)))
±1eSpϕ(z)m̂ε(Ĥε(Zj)) , (7.25)

and the orientation preseving character of fp at z is irrelevant. The proof of item (a) of the lemma
is then complete, following (7.23) and (7.24) precisely as written. �

Now Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6, together with Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.3, complete the proof of
Theorem 3.5, via (7.3).

7.4. Final step of the proof of Theorem 3.7: the geometric case. In this section, we prove
the third limit in (7.4) in the case when ϕ = −t log |Df | − pt, t ∈ (t−, t1), where t1 is defined by
(7.28). We assume the slow approach condition (3.3) as well as the polynomial growth condition
on the derivative along the post-critical orbit (3.2), formulated in Section 3.2.2.

We first prove an analogue of Lemma 7.4 in this case.

Lemma 7.7. If f ∈ F , ϕ = −t log |Df |− pt and z satisfies (3.3) with t ∈ (t−, t1), then there exists

ζ > 0 such that for all ε > 0 sufficiently small, infx∈Hε(z)
dµϕ
dmϕ

(x) > ζ, where µϕ and mϕ are the

relevant invariant and conformal measures.

Proof. The proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 7.4: While for the geometric potential with
t < 0 it may be that infx∈I Snϕ(x) = −∞, the slow approach condition (3.3) ensures that for x ∈ Hε,
there is a finite lower bound on Snϕ(x) that is uniform in ε, since n is fixed and independent of ε
in (7.12). �
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In order to prove the required convergence for geometric potentials, we will use the setup and
notation of [BLS]. It follows from (3.2) and our choice of γn, that∑

n

γn <∞ and
∑
n>1

(
γd−1
n Dn(c)

)−1/d
<∞ for all c ∈ Crit .

This is precisely the condition6 required of f in [BLS].

We will not need the full strength of the results from [BLS]; rather, we will use the estimates on
the recovery times for expansion for orbits that pass close to the set Crit. To this end, for a value
of δ > 0 to be specified later, we define Bδ(Crit) = ∪c∈Crit(c− δ, c+ δ), for δ > 0. A key estimate
of [BLS] is the following.

Lemma 7.8. [BLS, Lemma 2.4] For δ > 0 sufficiently small, there exist constants Cδ, βδ > 0 such

that every orbit segment {f i(x)}k−1
i=0 such that {f i(x)}k−1

i=0 ∩Bδ(Crit) = ∅, we have

|Dfk(x)| > Cδeβδk .
If, in addtion, fk(x) ∈ Bδ(Crit), then there exists κ > 0 independent of δ such that,

|Dfk(x)| > max{κ,Cδeβδk} .

Next, we define the notion of binding period recalling the sequence (γn)n∈N from (3.2). If x ∈
Bδ(Crit), then

b(x) = max{b ∈ N : |fk(x)− fk(c)| 6 γk|fk(c)− Crit| ∀ k 6 b− 1} ,
and b(x) = 0 if x /∈ Bδ(Crit). Let Ib = {x ∈ I : b(x) = b} denote the level sets of b. The binding
period will be useful in estimating the following important quantity, defined for each c ∈ Crit,

Df bmin(c) := min{|Df b(x)| : x ∈ Ib ∩Bδ(c)},
which governs the minimum rate of growth in expansion along orbit segments.

Note that bδ = min{b(x) : x ∈ Bδ(Crit)} tends to ∞ as δ → 0. This fact is used in [BLS] to make

Df bδmin(c) arbitrarily large by choosing δ > 0 sufficiently small.

Each orbit of length n is assigned an itinerary (ν1, b1), (ν2, b2), . . . , (νk, bk), where each νi = νi(x)
represents the first time larger than νi−1 + bi−1 such that the orbit of x ∈ I makes a return to
Bδ(Crit). Each return i is called a deep return and placed in a set Sd = Sd(x) if the orbit enters
Bδ(Crit) at time νi; it is called a shallow return and placed in a set Ss(x) if the orbit does not enter
Bδ(Crit) at time νi, but is part of a dynamically defined interval that intersects Bδ(Crit).

The key estimates from [BLS] using the information from binding periods are as follows.

Lemma 7.9. [BLS, Lemmas 2.5 and 3.2]

a) There exists C0 > 0 independent of δ > 0 such that for all c ∈ Crit and b > bδ with Ib 6= ∅,

Df bmin(c) > C0(γd−1
b Db(c))

1/d .

b) There exist K0 > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1), independent of δ, such that for an orbit {f i(x)}n−1
i=0 with

a given sequence (ν1, b1), . . . , (νk, bk) at time n > νk + bk, we have

|Dfn(x)| > max

{
C#Sd
δ eβδ(n−

∑k
i=0 bi),

( κ

K0

)#Sd
ρ−#Ss

} ∏
i∈Sd

Df bimin(ci) ,

6Indeed, this condition is equivalent to the simpler condition,
∑
n>1 Dn(c)−1/(2d−1) < ∞ [BLS, Lemma 2.1], but

we use the formulation above in order to directly apply the results of [BLS]. Our condition (3.2) is slightly stronger
and generalises the exponent to values of st < 1.
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where ci is the critical point associated to the return at time νi.

With these key estimates recalled, we are ready to begin our proofs of the relevant limits. As in
Section 7.3, we begin with the aperiodic case.

Lemma 7.10. Suppose f ∈ Fd and φ = −t log |Df | for t ∈ (t−, t1) satisfies (3.2). Let z be an
aperiodic point for f satisfying (3.3). Then

lim
ε→0

µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
= 1 .

Proof. We will follow the strategy of the proof of Lemma 7.5, using the same notation defined there.
Following (7.15), we must show as before that∑

k>2

∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(k)

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi) = o(µ̂ε(Ĥε)) . (7.26)

However, the estimate in this case is not so simple since the analogous expression to (7.16) does

not enjoy uniform exponential contraction in Ti. Rather, we split Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε(k) into those cylinders

which are ‘bound’ (i.e., in the midst of a binding period) at the time Ti of their kth entry to Ĥε,
and those cylinders which are not bound, which we call ‘free.’

As before, we fix N ∈ N and choose ε sufficiently small that f̂ j(Ĥε) ∩ Ĥε = ∅, for all j < N .

Estimate on free pieces. To estimate the contribution to (7.26) from cylinders that are free at time
Ti, we begin as in (7.16),

µ̂ε(Yi) = C±1m̂ε(Yi) = C±1eSTi ϕ̂(yi)m̂ε(f̂
TiYi) = C±1|DfTi(yi)|−te−ptTim̂ε(f̂

TiYi) . (7.27)

We estimate the above expression differently depending whether t < 1 or t > 1. In all cases, we fix

δ > 0 sufficiently small that Df bδmin(ci) > 2K0/κ.

If t < 1, then we consider the following two cases, depending on the itinerary (ν1, b1), . . . , (νki , bki)

associated to yi from time 0 until time Ti. Since f̂Ti(Yi) is free, we have Ti > νki + bki so we may

apply Lemma 7.9. Choose ε > 0 sufficiently small that ε 6 min{1
4 ,
−βδbδ

4 logCδ
}.

Case 1.
∑ki

j=0 bj > εTi. Using the second estimate in Lemma 7.9(b), we have by choice of δ,

|Df̂Ti(yi)| > 2#Sd = 2ki .

Case 2.
∑ki

j=0 bj < εTi. It follows that #Sd(yi) = ki 6 εTi/bδ. Thus using the first estimate in

Lemma 7.9(b), we have by our choice of ε,

|Df̂Ti(yi)| > CεTi/bδδ eβδTi(1−ε) > eβδTi/2 .

In either case, our estimate in (6.6) for t < 1 becomes,

m̂(Yi) 6 Ce
−btTim̂(f̂TiYi) .

In the statement of Theorem 3.7 we only consider the case t > 1 under a (CE) condition along the
critical orbits:

∃C, γ > 0 s.t. Dn(c) > Ceγn .
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In this case, it suffices that γn > e−γn/(2(d−1)), so that Df bmin(c) > C0e
γb/(2d) by Lemma 7.9(a). For

this range of t > 1, we consider two slightly different cases. Using the same choice of δ as above,
we choose ε = −β̄/ log(CδC0), where β̄ = 1

2 min{βδ, γ/(2d)}.

Case 1. ki = #Sd(yi) > εTi. Using the second estimate in Lemma 7.9(b) and our choice of δ,

|Df̂Ti(yi)| >
( κ

K0

)ki ∏
j∈Sd(yi)

Df
bj
min(cj) > 2εTi .

Case 2. ki 6 εTi. Using the first estimate in Lemma 7.9(b), we have using our choice of ε,

|Df̂Ti(yi)| > CεTiδ eβδ(Ti−
∑ki
j=0 bj)CεTi0 eγ

∑ki
j=0 bj/(2d) > eβ̄Ti .

In either case, our estimate in (6.6) for t > 1 becomes,

m̂(Yi) 6 Ce
−(tβ1+pt)Tim̂(f̂TiYi) ,

where eβ1 = min{eβ̄, 2ε}.

To unify notation, set α̂ = pt when t < 1 in all cases, and α̂ = tβ1 +pt in the (CE) case when t > 1.
Recall that we defined t1 = 1 in the non-(CE) case; in the (CE) case set

t1 := sup{t ∈ (1, t+) : tβ1 + pt > 0} , (7.28)

noting that since p1 = 0, such a t1 > 1 exists by continuity of pt.

Now the above estimates in conjunction with the complexity estimate (7.17) yield by (7.18),∑
k>2

∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(k)
Yi free

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi) 6
∑
k>2

∑
j>N(k−1)

Ce−(α̂−ξ)j(k − 1)(j + L)3mϕ(Hε) 6 C
′µ̂ε(Ĥε)e

−(α̂−ξ)N ,

(7.29)
where we may choose L sufficiently large that ξ < α̂, and in the second inequality we have used
Lemma 7.7 and the fact that µ̂ε(Ĥε) = µϕ(Hε).

Estimate on bound pieces. Next we estimate the contribution to (7.26) from cylinders Yi which are
undergoing a bound period at time Ti. Let νi denote the time that Yi enters this bound period. By
assumption, νi 6 Ti < νi + bi. Let x ∈ f̂νi(Yi) ⊂ Bδ(c). Then using the slow approach condition
(3.3) and the definition of b,

δzγ
1−θ
Ti−νi 6 |f̂

Ti−νi(c)− z| 6 |f̂Ti−νi(c)− f̂Ti−νi(x)|+ |f̂Ti−νi(x)− z| 6 γTi−νi + 1
2 |Hε(z)| .

This implies that

δz 6 2 max{γθTi−νi ,
1
2 |Hε(z)|γθ−1

Ti−νi} .
We consider the ways in which this can be satisfied. First,

δz 6 2γθTi−νi =⇒ γTi−νi > (δz/2)1/θ .

Since γn is summable, this condition can be satisfied by only finitely many values of Ti − νi,
that depend only on γn, δz and θ. Indeed, we can render this set empty since (3.3) implies
{fn(c)}n>0 ∩{z} = ∅. So by choosing ε, δ > 0 sufficiently small, we can make fk(Bδ(Crit)) disjoint
from Hε for these finitely many iterates.

Next, the second possibility is that

δz 6 |Hε(z)|γθ−1
Ti−νi =⇒ γTi−νi 6

( |Hε(z)|
δz

)1/(1−θ)
. (7.30)
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Recall from Section 3.2.2 that we defined γn = n−r for some r > 1
st(1−θ) . Then (7.30) implies

Ti − νi >
( δz
|Hε(z)|

)1/r(1−θ)
.

This implies that the return time to Y for Yi satisfies

Ri > max{(k − 1)N,Ti} > 1
2

(
(k − 1)N +

( δz
|Hε(z)|

)1/r(1−θ)
)

=: τε,

where the first condition comes from the fact that Yi ⊂ Ĥ ′ε(k) and N comes from the aperiodicity
condition on z. Thus using Theorem 4.10,∑

k>2

∑
Yi⊂Ĥ′ε(k)
Yi bound

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi) 6
∑
k>2

∑
j>τε

∑
Ri=j

(k − 1)µ̂ε(Yi) 6
∑
k>2

∑
j>τε

C(k − 1)e−αj

6
∑
k>2

(k − 1)C ′e−α(k−1)N/2e
−α

2
( δz
|Hε(z)| )

1/r(1−θ)
= o(e−αN/2|Hε(z)|s) = o(µ̂ε(Ĥε)) ,

(7.31)

where s > 0 represents any positive power, and the switch to µ̂ε(Hε) is possible due to the scaling
exponent st for the conformal measure mϕ as well as Lemma 7.7.

Combining (7.29) and (7.31) proves (7.26), which by (7.15) completes the proof of the lemma. �

Next, we address the case when z is periodic with prime period p. We continue to assume the slow
approach condition (3.3).

Lemma 7.11. Suppose f ∈ Fd and φ = −t log |Df | for t ∈ (t−, t1) satisfies (3.2). Let z be a
periodic point for f of prime period p satisfying (3.3). Then

lim
ε→0

µ̂ε(Ĥ
′
ε)

µ̂ε(Ĥε)
= 1− eSpϕ(z) .

Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 7.6, which needs few modifications now that we have recorded
the relevant estimates over free and bound pieces.

Fix N0 > 0 and choose ε > 0 sufficiently small that properties (i)-(iv) enumerated at the start of

the proof of Lemma 7.6 hold. We expand µ̂ε(Ĥε) precisely as in (7.19). First, we must show that
the second and third sums in that expression are the error terms in the expansion.

As in the proof of Lemma 7.10, we call each Yi bound or free depending on whether f̂Ti(Yi) is
undergoing a bound period at time Ti or not. When summing over the free pieces, (7.29) implies

that both sums are of order O(µ̂ε(Ĥε)e
−(α̂−ξ)N0) since the entry time for each such Yi to Ĥε is

greater than N0. Similarly, we estimate the second and third sums in (7.19) over bound pieces Yi
using the slow approach condition (3.3) so that by (7.31), these sums are O(µ̂ε(Ĥε)e

−αN0/2). We
thus arrive at equation (7.20) as before.

Next, we derive (7.21) as before since that uses only property (iii) and the uniform log-Hölder
property of the invariant density gε (Lemma 7.1); so we obtain the same expressions with the same
definition of Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj)).

Since the slow approach condition (3.3) implies that z is disjoint from the post-critical orbit, we
may choose ε sufficiently small such that fk(c) /∈ Hε(z) for k 6 pN0 and all c ∈ Crit. Thus we may
follow the proof of the simpler item (a) of Lemma 7.6, without having to consider the left and right
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halves of the hole separately. We use (7.25) to estimate the ratio in (7.21) and so arrive at (7.23)
precisely as before.

Now, ϕ̂ = −t log |Df | ◦ π̂ − P (−t log |Df |). Although ϕ̂ is not continuous on Îz,ε0,ε, it is still true
on each Yi and for each orbit segment of length at most pN0, that Skϕ̂ is continuous with bounded
ratio on Yi and each component of Ĥ ′ε on level at most pN0. This follows since we have trimmed

L-cylinders in our construction of Y = Î ′(L). This extends to Zj since f̂−pN0(ĉ) ∩ Zj = ∅ for each
Zj by choice of ε, and so Pε(Skϕ̂(Zj))→ 1 as ε→ 0.

We thus arrive at (7.24) with error term O(N0e
−α̃N0) and α̃ = min{α̂−ξ, α/2}, and taking N0 →∞

completes the proof of the lemma. �

Finally, Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11 together with Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.3 complete the proof
of Theorem 3.7, using (7.3).
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